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Abstract:

While there has been much research about transmedia storytelling, there is a gap in

knowledge about its use in the music industry. This paper analyzes the relationship between

digital media, transmedia storytelling, the music album, and fandom. Drawing on research on

these topics, this paper seeks to answer the question of how transmedia experiences of

collections of music (from here on referred to as “albums”) animate or convene communities.

Using three case studies albums (by Childish Gambino, Beyoncé, and Ye) the paper examines

the relation between their content, the conventions of the platforms used in their distribution and

the public conversation surrounding each release. After an examination of these elements, it was

discovered that each release facilitated community in a unique way, depending on the three

factors listed above. The research was then used as the basis for an exhibition in Toronto on the

Toronto Metropolitan University campus in June 2022.
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Introduction:

The album as society knows it is in a constant state of flux. It first began as a platform for

the dissemination of music before shifting to a cultural form revered among fans and rock

journalists alike (Osborne 98-108; Powers). Since then, it has undergone several iterations as the

music industry navigated the introduction of cassettes, CDs, piracy, digital stores, streaming, and

social media. While the music landscape is shifting largely to a single and playlist-dominated

market, it is still worthwhile to ponder the future of what is colloquially known as the “album”. It

seems more and more artists are releasing bundles of music alongside other media items which

are then obsessively devoured by dedicated online communities. Is it possible that what the

masses define as an album has shifted? Is it, therefore, also possible that with the unprecedented

access to vast catalogs of music worldwide that the album means different things to different

people? One thing is for sure: there is no longer a need for albums to be physical collections of

music. Nonetheless, due to the disparate possibilities of what an album could be, it is useful to

define what it will mean to this paper. The focus will be on collections of music that animate or

convene communities and are transmedia in nature.

In the last decade, there has been an increase in the use of transmedia marketing and

storytelling across all industries (Zeiser). However, with the exception of Hannah McLaughlin's

"Analyzing the Visual Album Era", there is a lack of academic study on the intersection of

transmedia promotion and the music industry despite its rising use. It is important to note that

without the advent of digital technology, these kinds of large-scale campaigns/creations within

the music industry would be unimaginable. The discourse surrounding the relationship between

these two fields is developing but still largely lacking in its connection to transmedia and online

fan communities. It is well-known that the digital world is also continuously changing.

Therefore, the exploration of music’s relationship with this realm should as well.

In the context of this evolving music landscape, fandoms are also growing in prominence

and influence. Specifically, K-pop fandoms, such as the BTS Army, have been able to mobilize

in incredible numbers to support their favorite artist and their associated work (Blake). When the

artists at the center of these fandoms voice their support on key social issues, it can often lead to

increased engagement of fans in political spaces (Bruner). For instance, some of these fans
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actively interfered with key viral hashtags and disrupted ticket sales at campaign rallies (Bruner).

It is clear that fandoms are only increasing in relevance and sway, however, the research about

this topic seems limited given the importance and impact of these relatively new configurations

of fan communities.

This paper will, therefore, view its subject through the lens of the scholarly conversations

mentioned above: fandom and community, transmedia storytelling, and popular music’s

relationship to digital media. It will analyze the structure of and fan reaction to prominent artists’

releases which utilize a transmedia narrative technique and how the experiences of these

collections of music (or “albums”) animate or convene communities. In order to address these

questions, this paper will look at case studies from Childish Gambino, Beyoncé, and Ye and seek

to understand the conversation, content, and use of platform conventions surrounding each

release. After a thorough examination of these elements, it will then be easier to determine what

kinds of community these albums have established.
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Limitations & Areas of Further Study:

This study took place within the span of one academic year. If devoting a larger amount

of time to this research, one would be able to look more broadly and deeply at marketing

strategies within the music industry and identify common trends that are both profitable and

enriching for the audience. An expansion of this research would also benefit from quantitative

research within this field, including conducting surveys within fan communities or collecting

data from digital service providers to see what types of musical content resonate the most with

fans. In addition, it may be advantageous to analyze whether or not a transmedia marketing

strategy is beneficial for smaller or independent artists since the artists discussed in this paper

have large and well-established fanbases. The challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic meant that

much of this research and the interviews conducted had to be done online and apart from campus

facilities.
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Methodology:

Justification of Case Study Methodology:

In order to gain a better understanding of the relationship between transmedia marketing

and the album, three applicable case studies will be analyzed: Childish Gamino’s Because the

Internet (2013), Beyoncé’s visual album Lemonade (2016) and Ye’s Donda (2021). The case

study approach is valuable because it allows the cases to be compared in order to glean important

information about this new form of music promotion and experience.

This research project relies upon the definition and description of case studies in Cheryl

N. Poth and John W. Creswell’s book Qualitative Inquiry and Research Design. Originally, case

studies were utilized in psychology, law, medicine, and political science to investigate notable

cases that were, often, happening in real-time to track their importance and determine their

significance. A case study can be used to understand a unique event, community, etc. which is

known as an “intrinsic case”, or can help dissect a particular problem, otherwise known as an

“instrumental case”. Additionally, if multiple cases are examined within a single study it is

known as a “collective case study”(Creswell and Poth 97-99). This is the approach used in this

research project.

For the case study methodology to be effective, one must thoroughly explore the subject

by collecting various types of data. This study uses journal articles, books, news articles,

interviews, albums, short films, YouTube videos, digital archives, and scripts as its sources.

Following collection of the data, the case study method requires the identification of key themes

drawn from the sources which will then form the basis for the conclusions about the significance

of the case(s). For a project that investigates multiple cases, this data is analyzed first by

explaining the case in detail before identifying the underlying themes in what is known as a

within-case analysis. Afterwards, the themes themselves are scrutinized in a cross-case analysis.

This paper will follow this framework (Creswell 98-100).

Transmedia Storytelling Defined:

Before expanding on the case studies, it may first be beneficial to describe exactly what is

meant by “transmedia storytelling” since it is an important grounding concept for this research.
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Scholar Henry Jenkins actually coined the term in his 2006 book, Convergence Culture: Where

Old and New Media Collide. He describes transmedia storytelling as a form of narrative

world-building which utilizes multiple platforms, each of which is self-contained. This means

each new medium contributes to the story in a unique way that makes use of the platform’s

strengths. Additionally, each platform’s story builds on the others while still being enjoyable and

coherent independently. These criteria are essential to distinguish transmedia storytelling from

other multi-platform narrative efforts. In analyzing transmedia case studies, each facet of the

story will be interrogated to better understand its effect on the audience and contribution to the

overall narrative (“Origami Unicorn”). As a result of the examination of the effects of this style

of music promotion on fans, a social constructivist framework will be employed in order to

understand how the members of these communities co-constructed and interacted with the

narratives of the above chosen works.

Justification of Phenomenological Lens and Use of Interviews/Non-Academic Sources:

Additionally, a phenomenological lens will be used when examining each individual case

study and the surrounding event(s) and community. Phenomenological studies typically are

conducted alongside individuals or groups who are experiencing the same event (Creswell and

Poth 76). The priority in this kind of research is on the individual’s encounters with the subject of

the study and how they interacted (Creswell and Poth 77). While interviewing some key figures

during my research phase, they discussed their lived experiences with the artists and case studies

which helped add a crucial dimension to the paper. After all, the main focus is on the ability of

transmedia promotion in music to facilitate community and what are communities without the

individuals who participate? In including their lived experiences as part of the case studies, it

allowed the reader to have a better sense of the overall sentiments and passion of the

communities that were formed as a result of said cases. In addition to this, these figures were

selected as they are quite knowledgeable concerning the case studies and their comments are,

therefore, not solely experiential and are well-informed.

It is also important to note that some of the sources referred to within this paper are from

outside of traditional academia. In the selection of this project’s case studies, one may already
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see what a major influence the Spotify-owned podcast, Dissect, has on this research. On this

podcast, the host, Cole Cuchna, works with other writers and music scholars to deconstruct

albums and explain the story that the artist has told and the strategies that they have selected to

assist in their plight (“About”). To date, they have seasons on both Because the Internet and

Lemonade which break down the narrative elements of each story (“Lemonade Visual Guides”;

“S7E1”). One of the interviewees for this project was Camden Ostrander who co-wrote the

season of Dissect on Because the Internet. They also have a standalone episode reacting to and

discussing Donda (“DONDA First Impressions.”). While this podcast has presented in-depth

analyses of these works, it has not explored the impact of these albums on fan

communities/audiences, which is the purpose of this study. Additionally, this work, by its very

nature, exists outside of academia which is unfortunate given its analysis is on par with (and at

times surpasses) scholarly articles and dissertations on related topics. The same can be said for

Travis Bean and Chris Lambert’s Watching the Throne YouTube channel which served as a

comprehensive overview of every event that occurred during the Donda rollout. The analysis

provided later in the paper would not have been possible without their previous documentation.

Exhibition Description:

In addition to the exploration of these case studies, an exhibition was created in a studio

space at Toronto Metropolitan University (formally Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada). The

exhibition, entitled STEM, allowed attendees to further explore the relationship between music,

narrative, and media and provided an opportunity to reflect on the personalization of musical

meaning. This exhibit was open to the public from June 14-18, 2022 and was visited by

approximately 60 visitors.
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Literature Review:

This section analyzes the existing literature surrounding the thesis of this paper,

specifically academic work surrounding digital media use in music, transmedia

storytelling/promotion, and fandom. While there has been a plethora of research about

transmedia storytelling, there is a substantial gap in knowledge for its use in the music industry.

This is significant because there is a steady increase in the use of transmedia promotion in album

releases which thus far has been rarely addressed in academic writing. The research in the

discipline of popular music and culture has provided some background for the case studies,

however, this is only to the extent to which thinking in this field has overlapped with transmedia

and fandom discourse and/or research.

Importance of Transmedia Storytelling:

While transmedia storytelling can be detected in some of the oldest narrative forms, some

of the most famous examples in recent years can be seen in the world-building of the Star Wars

and Matrix franchises (Boni; Fast and Örnebring; Hassler-Forest and Gugnes; “Origami

Unicorn”; Ruiz). As these stories move across different platforms, they must adapt and use the

strengths of each medium to the story’s advantage (Fast and Örnebring; “Transmedia

Storytelling”). Writer Simon Bacon claims that transmedia storytelling connects with both

individuals and communities in personal ways. Furthermore, he states that this way of interacting

with a story on multiple platforms is innate to the human experience and is only growing more

normalized (Bacon). To contribute to this discourse, several authors have created guides for

navigating transmedia story creation and the global industry in which it is presented

(Hassler-Forest and Gugnes; McErlean; Phillips; Ruiz; Zeiser).

In what is perhaps one of the most comprehensive transmedia guides ever assembled,

author Anne Zeiser has created a step-by-step plan for the creation of a transmedia campaign in

her book Transmedia Marketing. The key for her is the emphasis on marketing. A transmedia

story, after all, is a product. Therefore, one will need to thoroughly consider their marketing plan,

ensuring that they research fully understand their audience, goals, identity, positioning, branding,

public relations, and metrics to yield success (Zeiser).
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Similarly, professor Javier Hernandez Ruiz highlights the importance of creating a

content map where strategies (aesthetics, channels, content, etc.) and story architecture are

clearly defined. This preliminary design plan is integral to the success of the transmedia story as

a whole and should be created by a “‘transmedia producer’” or someone in a similar role whose

job it is to manage the complete narrative. Writer Kelly McErlean expands on this and states that

the capabilities for transmedia storytelling are only becoming more common and, therefore,

creators and audiences alike need to understand the basics of visual and aural design to begin to

construct and deconstruct these narratives. He highlights the significance of providing space for

different interpretations and multiple viewpoints within transmedia stories, given the multiplicity

of contexts in which they can be decoded. Most importantly, however, is the ability to understand

one’s audience and how to construct a story that is targeted to them in order to get them engaged

(McErlean; Ruiz).

Throughout A Creator’s Guide to Transmedia Storytelling, game designer Andera

Phillips emphasizes the importance of understanding story structure and how different platforms

affect audience perception. She also discusses the importance of interactivity and how it

generates greater connection between the audience and the story. She goes so far as to say that

the audience should be considered as another character in the overall narrative. There are also

some practical tips about how to assemble an effective production team and how to achieve

financial success with one’s transmedia story. Within this helpful guide, Phillips highlights what

she believes are the four core purposes for transmedia stories which are the most important

aspect of this book. The first is worldbuilding, which immerses the audience in the unique

created world. Second, there is characterization, which provides the viewer with compelling and

realistic characters to latch onto during their time in the world. Next, there is backstory and

exposition. This allows creators to develop compelling sub-plots for the various platforms of the

story which is truly one of the major benefits of transmedia. Lastly, Phillips describes how

transmedia stories should be inherently constructed to work across multiple platforms. It should

not just be expanded at the last minute or else it will fail. These principles are truly foundational

to any transmedia work (Phillips).
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As a demonstration of this, writers Sean Guynes and Dan Hassler-Forest use the Star

Wars franchise as a case study. They have assembled a collection of essays that each document

the ever-expanding world of its source material. Star Wars has continuously defined and

redefined American cinema, merchandising, and franchise spin-offs, all-the-while maintaining a

consistent aesthetic making it the most successful transmedia franchise ever. The biggest

takeaway from the collection, however, is how the series has been able to transcend its (at times)

sporadic narrative and host of mis-steps to become a timeless tale through the reverence of its

passionate fanbase and relentless expansion (Hassler-Forest and Gugnes).

Jenkins, in agreement with other academic studies, states that transmedia storytelling is

becoming intuitive to and even preferred by the latest generations since they typically interact

with multiple platforms simultaneously and desire memorable experiences and connections

through marketing (Choi; Cronin). It is further argued that music marketers specifically should

shift their perspective from looking at their target audiences as passive consumers to active, loyal

co-creators who desire deep relationships with their favorite artists (Bengtsson and Edlom; Choi;

Obiegbu et al.; Rambarran). Transmedia storytelling lends itself well to the traditional branding

of external artist personas and the tendency to represent artists as brands (Rambarran; Rolston et

al.). According to musicologist Shara Rambarran, “music in the digital era is not only about what

we hear but also about what we “see” and “feel.”’ (2). Finding an artist’s “image” and defining

one’s target audience is standard practice for artist marketing (Rolston et al. 89-90). For example,

superstar musicians such as David Bowie or Daft Punk have well-defined personas and visual

aesthetics which are widely recognized beyond their music (Rambarran 2). This practice lends

itself quite nicely to digital technology which allows artists to partner with fans to craft their

identity and further expand their brand through interactive experiences (Rambarran 2-5 &

145-146). Music consumption itself is also quite important to adolescents as it assists in shaping

their health, self-worth, and social and romantic expectations (Kistler et al.).

As for music promotion, there are a host of articles that discuss the history and/or current

state of the concept album and the album cover, which can be viewed as important aspects of the

development of the transmedia story-world within the music industry. Musicologist Todd Decker

specifically traces the transition of albums from commercial containers to objects of high art
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which required a guiding artistic vision. These albums were then paired with memorable cover

art which visually expressed the music inside. Writer Mike Alleyne claims that there is now an

“absence of memorable cover imagery” since album art is primarily viewed in a small format on

digital streaming services, a further testament to the changing nature of music engagement and

the concept of the album package (Alleyne; Decker).

Nevertheless, film critic Hannah McLaughlin explicitly describes the so-called “visual

album”, such as the one created for Lemonade by Beyoncé, as a new iteration of the concept

album in her article “Analyzing the Visual Album Era”.  Scholars Katherine Butler and

Samantha Bassler have branched off from this idea and investigated the history of music’s

relationship to narrative in general, which is enlightening. In ancient times, many stories were

actually convened through musical means and music itself was granted a spiritual role. Some

even believed it could cast out demons or heal the sick. Narratives have continued to be

communicated through music while the content and purpose has changed (Butler and Bassler

1-10).

The existing literature on transmedia is relevant to this paper as it provides the framework

necessary for the discussion of the case studies and their associated elements which utilize this

storytelling technique. Given that there is relatively little written about the intersection of

transmedia and music promotion, this review is also essential to bridging this gap in academic

conversation. Moving forward, the albums from the case studies will be discussed specifically as

transmedia stories and each of the tenets of their story will be explored to see how it relates to

the larger narrative. The connective potential of transmedia in music will also be interrogated.

Music, Narrative, and Media:

Drawing on the work of Katherine Butler and Samantha Bassler, it is clear that while the

intersection of transmedia and music promotion is a relatively new phenomena, music’s

relationship to culture and narrative is as old as the ancient world. Originally, music was used as

a way to communicate ideas or to simply tell stories. It had a significant connection with “myth”

and with religious works, as some believed that music had miraculous consequences such as the

ability to heal diseases or cast out evil spirits. As cultures developed, there was an emphasis
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placed on musicians in society and in narratives as harbingers of a divine art form. Overall,

music was effective within these ancient cultures as a form of communication or in tandem with

a written work, since it was a simplistic and memorable way to transfer knowledge, and in

forming one’s identity or understanding of the world (Butler and Bassler 1-13).

Of course, this was not its sole function. Numerous studies have shown that music is

effective for psychological relaxation and healing due to its ability to affect one’s biological and

mental states (Balteş et al.; Gebhardt et al.; Nilsson). For example, one researcher for the AORN

Journal found that music was able to decrease the anxiety of patients during operation in 50% of

controlled trials which they suggested was due to its ability to distract from present experiences

(Nilsson). Similarly, another study found that music therapy assisted patients with mental

disorders to better regulate their emotions (Gebhardt et al.). Music with socially conscious lyrics

can also affect prosocial behavior according to a 2016 study published in Psychology of Music

(Ruth). Despite these several other uses for and benefits of music in society, the important point

for the purposes of this study is that it has a longstanding partnership with storytelling, which is

worthy of further exploration.

This relationship between narrative and media, however, is one that is highlighted

specifically by the dawn of the aforementioned concept album which inverts this age-old

tradition and revitalized a primarily commercial musical medium by pairing it with narrative

elements (Decker). One of the most comprehensive overviews of this process was documented

by author Mark Katz in his seminal book Capturing Sound: How Technology has Changed

Music. At the beginning of the twentieth century, music experienced a revolution that would

forever change how its audience interacted with its soulful sounds. This, of course, was the

invention of the phonograph record which allowed entire performances to be contained in a

physical format. Now, collections of songs could be endlessly replayed without the need to hire

the actual musicians on record. This new music ownership would only continue to grow and

evolve. The introduction of 78 and 45 RPM vinyl records a few years later would provide the

perfect means on which to release singles to bolster their radio play. Songs in this period were

actually edited to ensure they would fit the confines of the medium on which they were pressed
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(typically to a roughly 3-minute runtime). At this time, the popular music landscape was

dominated by singles (Katz 8-36).

Eventually, the 33 1/3 RPM record was introduced which could fit ten to twelve songs in

total (Max). This became known as the “album”: a collection of tracks bundled together (Max).

At first, these albums were nothing more than that: loosely combined singles (Boyd; Osborne

105-108). It was purely a commercial element and often disregarded by the creative community

at large (Osborne 108-111). However, music was now something tangible: an entire set of songs

could be held in one’s hands (Katz 9). These records could also be replayed numerous times,

further separating the performer from the performance (Katz 10). This launched the very notion

of “collecting music” which, at the time, was a novel idea (Katz 10). Along with these larger

records came larger packaging materials which is when the importance of cover art was

introduced (Decker 100). Now, artists had to select a visual to accompany their music, something

which allowed them to develop the ideas surrounding their work (Decker 100). This also marked

a continuation of music’s relationship with narrative and media (Decker 100).

This continued up until the early 40s two decades prior to the British Invasion (Osborne

98). It was here that the “concept LP” was introduced by singer Frank Sinatra (Osborne 98).

These albums used their collection of songs to tell a cohesive story or to contribute to an overall

concept or theme (Decker 100-101). This facilitated a shift in the perception of albums and

popular music in general, which were then viewed as burgeoning art forms worthy of intense

study (Duffett 17-18).The growing popularity of this iteration of the album resulted in classic

records such as What’s Going On by Marvin Gaye, Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band by

The Beatles, The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders From Mars by David Bowie,

and The Dark Side of the Moon by Pink Floyd (Dasgupta). Some of the albums of this period

were even released with accompanying films (e.g. A Hard Day’s Night, Purple Rain, etc.) (Dolan

et al.). This style of recording reached its peak during the introduction of rock journalism which

provided detailed coverage of these albums and the stars behind them (Powers). This only

encouraged further discourse about the album which had matured to obtain a status of artistic

reverence (Powers).
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As music and narrative continued to intermingle, so did their relationship to media. In

1981, the music video channel MTV launched to widespread acclaim and ushered in the era of

flashy, attention grabbing music videos. At this time, a successful music video could skyrocket a

single to success (Golsen; Katz 165-166). Albums continued to be a dominant force, even with

the advent of cassettes and CDs (Matos). It seemed there was no desire for a format beyond this

iteration of the album. Eventually, the launch of the Walkman and the Discman made music

portable (Katz 14-18; Tuhus-Dubrow). It was no longer confined to a lofty sound system in a

privatized home or a concert hall as one could listen to music in public while in transition from

place to place (Katz 14-18).

When the internet grew in popularity in the late 90s and early 2000s, some found ways to

convert the music on their physical media into digital (mostly .mp3) files. This gave way to

peer-to-peer file sharing sites such as Napster and facilitated a marketplace of hundreds of

millions of songs. The transfer and consumption of music was now moving faster than ever. This

massively affected how listeners accessed and experienced their music as they now no longer

had to rely on physical formats such as the vinyl record, the cassette, or the CD. This allowed

users to experiment more with new or unfamiliar music since the digital files were free and they

had unlimited access to an unprecedentedly massive catalogue of music (Behr; Golsen; Katz

160-166).

Unfortunately, labels condemned these sites as forms of illegal piracy as their popularity

had cost the music industry billions of dollars. As a solution, Apple and other digital retailers

introduced online stores where users could pay for music (typically ninety-nine cents per song).

This helped to quell the financial hits that the labels had undergone during the initial onset of the

digital era. As a result of the overwhelming selection from both peer-to-peer sites and digital

music stores, patrons began creating personal playlists to organize their music. A study from

scholar Anja Hagen revealed that users associate the curation of playlists alongside the “hunt for

rare gems” as they collect songs which are each of some personal significance (Behr; Hracs).

In a similar manner, the launch and rise of YouTube provided entry into a world of online

video content (Arthurs et al.). This allowed the music video to continue to thrive (Smith

146-149). Over the years, these videos have often had more in common with avant-garde
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aesthetics than traditional music films, telling disjointed and disorienting stories from multiple

vantage points with fast-paced cuts interspersed with song and dance (Barrett 45-46; Perrott et

al.). Eventually, artists began to expand on this format, such as Arcade Fire’s interactive video

for their song “We Used To Wait” which uses Google Maps to personalize the setting of the

video to the viewer’s neighborhood (Greenblatt).

Eventually, the popularity of online music marketplaces faded which gave rise to the

prominence of streaming services (Mack et al.; Robinson). Now, users could pay a monthly fee

for unfettered access to virtually every song ever made (Harding). On these platforms, playlists

have continued to be a major influence in music listening and discovery (Harding; Savage). The

main motivator behind personal playlist creation and maintenance is individualized consumption

which is of significant value to modern streaming audiences (Hagen). It is also not uncommon

for users to listen to music while accomplishing another task or using other applications (Green).

This rise in multi-tasking is also important to keep in mind as music then becomes merely a way

to enhance an atmosphere or mood (Harding). 

While playlists are often celebrated as a way for users to personalize their listening

experience, one cannot help but wonder where the power truly lies within the contemporary

music landscape (Hagen). Labels and even the streaming services themselves have begun to

utilize playlists as a means of promotion and discovery (Constine; Iqbal; Kask and Öberg; Sun).

These corporate playlists are now prolific and have had a massive economic impact, sometimes

increasing streams for songs by millions and netting artists hundreds of thousands of dollars

(Aguiar and Waldfogel). Some have compared these practices to “payola”, which was when

radio disc jockeys would take bribes to play certain songs on their stations (Bridge). In addition

to this, the major labels now often gatekeep the largest playlists, meaning that smaller,

independent labels receive less exposure and find it hard to compete (Dredge). Partially to blame

is also the increase in the use of AI throughout the industry to fuel fan engagement with songs

that the algorithm determines a specific set of users would enjoy (Marr; Vox Creative). This is

typically carried out in order to curate playlists on streaming platforms (Marr; Vox Creative).

Unfortunately, there are concerns about inherent bias, such as the algorithms typically favoring

male artists, or the sheer amount of data that this produces for artists and labels which is often
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overwhelming (Bauer and Ferraro; Vox Creative). Song and album formats have also drastically

changed as a result (Beaumont-Thomas; Iqbal; Israel; Mack et al.). It is now common for artists

to release longer albums full of shorter songs in order to try and maximize streams and their

profits from them (Beaumont-Thomas). This has led to a sort of renaissance for the singles

market, where individual songs are prioritized over album cohesion and artistic statements

(Leight; Savage).

According to a 2018 study on playlist curation, there has recently been some concern

about the lack of fan-artist connection in a playlist-dominated music scene. Playlists are an

inherently passive experience as a user just presses play and allows the creator of said playlist to

choose the music for them . There is, therefore, little to no engagement with the artists on these

playlists. The music industry itself seems to be at a crossroads and fans must decide what is most

important: the playlist or the connection (Harding; Morgan).

There is also growing discourse about the importance of audience participation and value

creation in music promotion which is a common result of transmedia promotion (Choi;

Rambarran; Ryan and Edlom). Writer Hwanho Choi, specifically, found that audiences actually

prefer music promotion that “creates value” for them by requiring their active participation. In

addition to this, there is a subset of articles surrounding the influence of digital music use on

music listening experiences and consumption (Arditi; Beaumont-Thomas; Carmichael; Forde;

Iqbal; Israel; Mack et al.; Turner). The major through line is that monopolization in the music

industry has restricted most of the access to heavy promotion and control to the three major

record labels (Dredge; Hracs and Webster; Kask and Öberg; Prey; Sun). Additionally, the rising

popularity of streaming has provided new ways of discovery to audiences while also allowing the

majors to dominate and manipulate the algorithms in their favor (Dredge; Harding). The

emphasis on charts and streams has also led to a market dominated by longer “albums”

populated with shorter singles, tossing aside any common thread between tracks to maximize the

financial potential of any output (Beaumont-Thomas; Israel; Mack et al.). Nonetheless, the

closest discourse in academia (and journalism) surrounding transmedia promotion in music is,

therefore, the articles surrounding the selected case studies which are unpacked within their

respective sections.
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The discussion of the historical relationship between music, narrative, and media has

illustrated the importance and evolution of said relationship, specifically with regards to

audience connection. The albums selected for analysis in this paper, in being reliant on

transmedia, have expanded the scope of what is possible between music and narrative in the

streaming and TikTok-dominant music landscape. The aforementioned concepts are integral to

the in-depth examination in the later sections as the concept of the “album” has continually

developed as technology has advanced. This current iteration is unpacked in detail through the

investigation of the case studies, as well as its connective potential among online fandoms.

Framework of Communities:

In order to better understand the behaviours of communities, it would be useful to review

some prominent communications theories in order to create a framework. In his seminal work,

The Public Sphere: An Encyclopedia Article, German philosopher Jürgen Habermas discusses

the history of “the public sphere” (49). He defines this as a place where private citizens can

gather for debate and discussion which allows them to form opinions and express interest to the

political forces in society (Habermas). While this work is important to the history of the study of

community, it is not as useful to this paper since it largely focuses on politics and democracy.

The most relevant theory from this period came from political scientist Benedict Anderson who

sought to describe the precise nature of communities in general, with a specific focus on the

origins of nationalism within countries. He advocated that a nation, and by proxy all large

groups, are “imagined” in that it is impossible for each member to know one another and, yet,

they all are united due to a common interest (Anderson 6 & 13). This same idea is explored in

Michael T. Saler’s book As If: Modern Enchantment and the Literary Prehistory of Virtual

Reality. He specifically discusses how pre-internet narratives also placed emphasis on imaginary

worlds and “encouraged communal participation” (Saler 58). These stories actually had

real-world effects in some cases as well. One of the most interesting consequences of these

works was the communities that were formed between editors and readers. When individuals

bonded over certain publications, they formed what Saler, while quoting the editor of Adventure

magazine, refers to as a “community of interest”, which functioned similarly to Anderson’s
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aforementioned “imagined communities” (Anderson 22; Saler 96). These communities then

began expressing feedback to the editors of said magazines who then implemented their

feedback and referred to them in later works, therefore, forming a stronger bond between the

organization and this group and within the community itself (Saler 95-97).

To expand on this, it is important to invoke Nicholas Bourriaud’s ground-breaking

Relational Aesthetics. In this book, he discusses how art is becoming increasingly experiential,

although this quality has always existed on some level (Bourriaud 13-16). However, Bourriaud

criticizes film as being an art form that actively combats instant commentary or “sociability”

since one must finish watching before engaging in critical discussion (15-16). This, at first

glance, seems to disqualify the below case studies as occupying the same space as the relational

art Bourriaud describes since they rely, in one way or another, on videography. However, two

things have changed which allow these cases to be experienced in a similar way. The first is the

introduction of social media which allows for real-time, worldwide conversations/reactions about

a common subject (Edgar and Toone; Shaw 117). The second is that digital technology now

provides viewers with the ability to play, pause, and replay media to further break it down and

conduct live analysis (Perrott et al.). Echoing Saler’s “communities of interest”, Bourriaud

describes how relational art allows for an “arena of exchange” which facilitates a conversation

between the work and its viewers (17-24). However, he also describes how these interactions

evoke Karl Marx’s concept of “social interstice” meaning that they are communities that “elude

the capitalist economic context by being removed from the law of profit…” (Bourriaud 16). This

principle highlights an interesting point of contention among scholars about these projects. That

is, they were released commercially in order to net the artist and their affiliates a profit. In this

way, they are products of capitalist culture. 

This question of commercialization is a major critique of feminist writer bell hooks who

argues that Lemonade specifically capitalizes on the Black Lives Matter movement and feminism

for Beyoncé’s own financial gain without enacting any real social change (Rogers 135; Shaw

115-116). This claim is heavily disputed but echoes the sentiments of Bourriaud. However, as

writer J. Brendan Shaw argues, a media product can have an impact while still being a product of

capitalist society (116). Beyoncé still took a massive “risk in engaging so directly with political
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movements many Americans (and even the federal government) see as threatening” (Shaw 116).

It is evident that she has drawn greater attention to Black feminist discourse and ideologies

through Lemonade in pop culture at large, a space which has been and is still traditionally

dominated by white, patriarchal ideals (Shaw 116). Therefore, a nuanced understanding of media

in contemporary society allows one to see that the below case studies can and do exist in a

conflicting dichotomy: that of communal space and capitalist product. 

After this brief exploration of substantial community-centered theory it is important to

summarize what exactly dictates a community according to the aforementioned writers. First of

all, a community is oriented around a common topic or interest. Typically, these communities

congregate in the same physical space, however, as highlighted by Benedict Anderson and

Michael T. Saler’s articles, this is not always the case, especially after the advent of the internet

(Oldenburg). Among these writings, there is also an emphasis on work that creates an experience

and encourages participation. This ensures that the individuals in these groups develop greater

connections with the object of their gathering through their continual involvement (Saler 95-97).

Both of these principles are crucial to the case studies that will be discussed later in the paper.

Now, it is important to note that these foundational theorists did not specifically discuss

music-oriented communities and spaces. Perhaps the most applicable modern iteration of these

aforementioned communities for this project is, therefore, the music fandom. In his book

dedicated to the fandom in popular music, writer Mark Duffett has compiled a host of essays

pertaining to the topic while also providing a comprehensive overview of its history. These

groups of passionate fans have existed in various forms throughout the history of recorded

music. At first, they were disregarded as merely crazed, passive consumers. They eventually

became known as politically conscious and even agents of promotion in the digital era. The most

significant piece from his writing, however, is his emphasis on how fandoms have exhibited the

same communal attitudes previously established, even in the digital era. The internet has actually

allowed fans to connect and discuss their mutual fascination with a star more easily. Duffett

notes that the major shift in fandom culture in the internet age has actually been in its perception

amongst the masses. He explains that the potency of online platforms has now made it difficult

to write-off fan communities as mere fanatics and not intelligent critical thinkers or an essential
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part of artist marketing. It is safe to say that the power of fandoms has and will only continue to

increase (Duffet 16-21).

In this same publication, writer Nedim Hassan expands on the typical behaviors of

fandom communities by explaining that its members actually create real connections and use

their time in the group to help form their identity (147-148). Fandom culture is a deeply personal

community in that it now defines its inhabitants. Unknowingly building on this, writers Chinedu

James Obiegbu, Gretchen Larsen, Nick Ellis, and Daragh O’Reilly found that fans actually attach

value to the amount of time they have been a fan of a specific artist and the level of their

“obsession”. They describe how this creates a brand loyalty to the artist which then causes them

to support them financially out of perceived obligation instead of just free will (Obiegbu et al.).

Through these important sources, it is clear that fandoms not only follow the typical guidelines

for community established through older theorists, but the internet has enabled them to pursue

their obsession further, defining their very identity and exhibiting extreme loyalty to the object of

their affection.

This review of the existing literature surrounding communities is significant because it

allowed for a discussion of online fandom as the modern iteration of community. An

understanding of this is essential to the following case studies since this paper seeks to analyze

the connective potential of transmedia promotion in the music industry. Specific online forums

and social media activity will be examined in the case studies to get a better understanding of the

effect of conversation, content, and convention on the success of an album release. Additionally,

the concept of “success” will be redefined following the case studies section to better incorporate

the importance of fandoms and fan-artist connection within the larger corporate music industry.
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Case #1: Because the Internet:

In 2009, the television sitcom Community premiered on NBC (Aquilina). While the show

failed to produce successful ratings, it routinely received critical acclaim and became a cult

classic (Aquilina). It featured, among others, actor and social media persona Donald Glover in

the role of ex-footballer Troy (Agard and Lawrence; Aquilina; “S7E1”). Glover’s zany portrayal

of Troy was a staple of the show, as was his onscreen inseparable friendship with Danny Pudi’s

Abed (Agard and Lawrence). During his time on the show, Glover released several mixtapes

under the name “Childish Gambino” and, eventually, his wildly successful debut album entitled

Camp (Ohlendorf 67; Riedy; “S7E1”). Shortly after, Glover announced he was leaving

Community to pursue other projects (Agard and Lawrence; Ohlendorf 67). During this period, he

removed himself from social media and deleted all of his old posts (Ohlendorf 75; “S7E1”). Fans

mourned the loss of Troy on Community which was seen as a devastating blow to the show itself

(Jung).

Glover’s indefinite hiatus from direct online interaction was suddenly broken by a series

of handwritten notes that he posted on his Instagram (Ohlendorf 80-81; “S7E1”). These musings,

written on hotel stationary, acted as a sort of confessional detailing his deepest fears and

insecurities as well as disclosing his attempted suicide the year before (Ohlendorf 80-81;

Ostrander; “S7E1”). They quickly became a viral phenomenon with many questioning Glover’s

mental state (Kameir; SanFelice; “S7E1”). When asked, Glover responded that all anyone

wanted to do online was “stunt” and no one wanted to be honest (“S7E1”). These sentiments and

Glover’s interpersonal struggles would eventually go on to shape his sophomore album, Because

the Internet (“S7E1”).

“I didn’t want to make another album, really-I wanted to create a world” he responded

when asked about the album which was eventually released in 2013 (Zemler). It was originally

met with polarizing reviews as some praised its ambitious scope while others critiqued its lack of

focus (Kameir; Theisen). Regardless of its initial reactions, Because the Internet has come to be

a beloved album by fans and one of the first true forays into elaborate transmedia world-building

alongside an album release (Ostrander; SanFelice; “S7E1”). Of this, Glover was never cryptic.

He often spoke directly about his intentions with the project (“S7E1”). Everything was perfectly
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executed and planned (SanFelice). The story begins first with the album, a collection of 19 songs

and interludes divided into chapters, hence why most of the titles begin with a Roman numeral

(Ostrander; SanFelice). Each number has a corresponding scene in the screenplay (“S7E1”). The

album broadly tells the story of Glover as he tries to find meaning in the age of the internet after

watching someone get shot on the infamous fight-video site, Worldstar (“S7E14”). At times, he

succumbs to braggadocio (“I. Crawl”; “IV. Sweatpants”) while other times he appears much

more introspective (“II. Shadows”, “3005”). The album shifts halfway through the tracklist after

Gambino audibly yells at his party guests to leave his house on “I. The Party”. From there, songs

such as “II. No Exit”, “Death By Numbers”, “I. Flight of the Navigator”. “II. Zealots of

Stockholm [Free Information]”, and “III. Urn” suggest an extreme low-point as Glover

contemplates suicide and morality itself. Finally, he resolves this conflict by realizing that while

technology has brought people into closer contact, it has not generated the deep, empathetic

relationships required to facilitate a meaningful existence (“S7E14”). He concludes the album

with the line “you have to help me/please help me” (“III. Life: The Biggest Troll [Andrew

Auernheimer]”). This cry for help represents Glover’s desire for authentic connection, something

he believes is necessary in the digital era (“S7E14”). This sentiment was reinforced by the

aforementioned handwritten notes Glover posted on Instagram at the beginning of the album’s

rollout (Ohlendorf 80-81; Ostrander; “S7E1”).

Physical copies of Glover’s album also arrived with a screenplay, which contained links

to video clips. This screenplay, when read alongside the album, gives context to the main

protagonist (listed simply as “The Boy”)’s journey throughout. The Boy is an internet troll who

indulges in comedic and often dark content online. This is similar to Glover’s early internet

persona, often garnering attention through online comedy and Twitter interactions. After

watching someone get shot at a nightclub, he re-evaluates his life and the meaninglessness of his

rich lifestyle. At one of his many parties, he finally breaks down and tells everyone to leave. He

then attempts suicide before waking up in the hospital and learning of his own father’s death.

After flying out to collect his father’s ashes, he meets a girl with whom he falls in love and

eventually begins dealing drugs. At a deal gone wrong, The Boy is shot by a police officer. The
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screenplay ends with an ambiguous video of Glover eating frozen yogurt in a heavenly café

while the credits roll (Kameir; “S7E1”; “S7E14”).

Throughout the screenplay, there are instructions for when to play certain songs and

video clips (“S7E1”). The screenplay also lists Glover’s YouTube short film “Clapping For the

Wrong Reasons” as the prelude to the story (SanFelice). The film cuts quickly between

conversations between Glover and his contributors and other short clips related to the creation of

the album while in residence at former NBA-player Chris Bosh’s mansion (“S7E1”; SanFelice).

There is a sort of hypnotic effect created which seems to reinforce the monotony of the album’s

creation and of time itself (“S7E1”). This again plays into the existential crisis throughout the

album, one which Glover admits to having dealt with personally during the making of Because

the Internet (“S7E1”; SanFelice). In doing so, Glover blurs the lines between The Boy and

himself, further allowing viewers to question the nature of their reality (Kameir; Ohlendorf 91;

Ostrander; “S7E1”; SanFelice). He said that he intentionally did this to simulate how the internet

allows everyone to create what is real (“S7E1”). This is accentuated by the fact that in interviews

Glover repeatedly wore the same outfit that he details in the script as The Boy’s outfit of choice:

a Shearling coat, a floral shorts, a white T-shirt, and a winter hat (“Act I”; “S7E1”; Kameir;

SanFelice;). He later confirmed a theory about this by retweeting a post on Twitter discussing

how his public appearances were performance art and a part of the album cycle (Kameir;

“S7E1”).

There were several other elements utilized to expand the world of Because the Internet.

Glover recreated The Boy’s room in a record store that fans could visit, he held public listening

parties in parks across America where fans could listen to the new music together and ask him

questions, he performed a series of concerts in mansions designed to look like the one in which

he made the album, and he even created fake social media profiles for the characters from the

screenplay who were played by his friends in “real” life. When it came time for Glover to tour,

he had an app created which allowed users to interact with the stage and participate in polls

during the show, further blurring the line between physical and virtual reality (“S7E1”;

Ostrander).
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Perhaps the quintessential aspect of this world is the song that was hidden within

Glover’s website at the time of release which fans worked to unlock. Fans had to rely on their

knowledge of computer programming to eventually obtain the song, a skill that Glover was

passionate about during the rollout, even advocating that all students should be taught how to

code due to his belief that it would fuel the creation of the world of the future. The song, when

combined with one of the instrumentals on Glover’s “Kauai – EP” forms an earlier iteration of

the song “3005” from Because the Internet. This was discovered after a fan cracked the code

using hints from the Because the Internet screenplay and posted the acapella track to Reddit.

Another fan then suggested that this track might compliment the largely instrumental track from

the “Kauai – EP” which they then discovered was a perfect fit. In addition to this collaboration,

fans gathered on the, now-deleted, site “BecauseThe.com” and dissected parts of the album while

discussing the importance of other pieces (“BTI’s Secret Track”; Ostrander).

This album’s many components could no doubt overwhelm the casual listener and that is

partially the point. Over the course of several interviews, Glover expressed his disinterest in

creating regular albums:

“I don’t want to make albums anymore anyway [sic] ‘cause I feel like it’s just kind of

silly to make albums. Like, just albums…You gotta make worlds and lives like we have

the technology to make things [sic] way real-er and like that’s why I wrote a screenplay,

that’s why the live show doesn’t make sense without that, that’s why there’s so many

things I want to make… because I feel like trying to get people to just like invest in the

album is kind of like trying to make people pay for just the smell of your bakery. Like I

don’t believe in it anymore. Like people like “Oh keep on to this music and like try and

sell it” and I’m just like nah it’s out there now. Like that’s just how music is consumed

now. So, I try and connect with my fans or just like people through other stuff too.”

(“S7E14”).

This is one of the major themes of Glover’s transmedia world: the importance of true

connection in the age of the internet. He has also stated in interviews that he is not interested in

casual fans. He wants to attract people who want to go deeper and explore every facet of his

world because it allows him to keep expanding it. In facilitating this environment, Glover did
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create a community that is in-line with the established framework. People gathered around these

events, media, and experiences and actively participated in decoding and exploring the

transmedia world of Because the Internet. In doing so, they were able to explore the theme of

authentic connection and reflect on its implications for their own lives (“S7E1”; “S7E14”).

One of these fans is high school teacher and writer Camden Ostrander who co-wrote the

season of the Spotify-owned podcast Dissect about Because the Internet and who sat down for a

brief interview for this paper (see Appendix A). He is the leading scholar on Donald Glover and

Because the Internet and has composed an all-encompassing archive of every facet of the

transmedia story-world (Ostrander). In his comments, he explained how Because the Internet

was set up so that it would only be successful if people engaged. They also would not engage

unless they truly cared about the story that Glover was telling. He attributed this either to the

quality of the work itself or Glover’s ability to position himself as a person of interest during this

period. This was done through the aforementioned hotel stationary notes, as well as successful

fan interactions on Reddit, Genius, and in parks across America.

He also required a large budget to carry out all of his ideas. Ostrander discussed how

initially Glover self-funded his interactive tour before partnering with WordPress, revealing that

real-life connections were also key in the execution of Because the Internet (Solomon). Having

an already established platform was also crucial to the success of Glover’s efforts. In his

interview, Ostrander discussed the importance of the phrase “Roscoe’s wetsuit” and highlighted a

paper which supports his claims about its relevance. Glover hid this phrase in multiple places

throughout the album rollout, including inside the front cover of the vinyl packaging (Ohlendorf

101; “S7E14”). In the Because the Internet screenplay, the Boy continues seeing this phrase

throughout the story while becoming increasingly frustrated that no one seems to know what it

means (“S7E14”). Donald Glover actually rented a billboard in LA and set up a website that just

displayed the words “Roscoe’s wetsuit” (Ohlendorf 101). Ostrander emphasized that Glover also

would retweet random fans on Twitter who used the phrase, contributing to its entry into public

consciousness while also incentivizing fans to engage with his work. To this day, Glover has

never provided an answer to what the phrase means which has led to the invention of many fan

theories (Ohlendorf 103-105). When questioned by a fan in one of his park gatherings, he simply
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responded: “‘Oh, um… you guys will see...I can’t, I can’t… it’s all part of bigger things too but

like… just remember asking why you want to know, that’s a part of it...do you know why you

want to know? ...you just want to know? Yeah, right! Okay, cool. Remember that.”’ (Zaragoza).

Ostrander also provided several examples of Because the Internet’s influence in the

industry, specifically the use of film, gatherings, and scripts alongside album rollouts. He also

disclosed how Glover once expressed that he considered Janelle Monae a sister to him. It,

therefore, came as no surprise that she released a film which she labeled an “emotion picture”

alongside her 2018 album Dirty Computer (Grierson). An indie band named Choker also

released a screenplay alongside their album Peak. Hip-hop artist Kevin Abstract has actually

revealed multiple times that his work is inspired by Donald Glover in general (Ohlendorf

121-124) But perhaps its biggest contribution to the contemporary music scene, Ostrander

suggests, is that the idea of an album rollout now matters. Fans obsess over artist’s eras and

desire the ability to place an artist within a specific time or album timeline. This is demonstrated

by Glover’s contemporary Tyler, the Creator who now frequently creates new aesthetics for each

subsequent album release. Ostrander discussed how Tyler, during his IGOR album era, actually

set up an event in the same park that Glover used for one of his fan gatherings, which Ostrander

took as a clever nod to the influence of Because the Internet. In his closing comments Ostrander

spoke on Because the Internet and its continual influence: “So, I think, in my mind, this is where

art's headed. We had a big jump and we're all figuring out how to do it and it's gonna keep

happening. But I think we are building towards more artistic experiences like this” (Appendix

A).

In creating a transmedia world, Donald Glover successfully facilitated an online

communal space, as defined above in the Framework of Communities section. Listeners were

able to mobilize around their interest in Because the Internet, dissecting its themes and reflecting

on their real-world implications (Ostrander; “S7E1”; “S7E14”). They also collaboratively

worked to decode Glover’s site in order to unlock an additional piece of the narrative (“BTI’s

Secret Track”). This, in turn, created further connections between the work, the artist, and the

community (“S7E1”). The conversation around Glover and the album generated by his

appearance in Community, his earlier work, and his Instagram confessionals were also factors in
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the attention and engagement within this created community (Appendix A; “S7E1”). Glover’s

well-established platform and a few key connections allowed him to create widespread

engagement online, most potently demonstrated by the pervasive and, yet, obscure nature of the

phrase “Roscoe’s wetsuit” (Appendix A; Ohlendorf 100-111; “S7E14”). Because the Internet is

by far the most elaborate example of transmedia promotion in music, spanning several media and

geographical locations and proving influential to a variety of artists (Appendix A; Ohlendorf

121-124; “S7E1”). In terms of convention, the album was preceded by the single “3005” which

is a standard industry practice (Leight; Phaneuf). Otherwise, its release was almost entirely

unconventional and revolutionary.
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Case #2: Lemonade:

Beyoncé Knowles Carter rose to fame with the girl group Destiny’s Child who produced

massive R&B hits in the early 2000s such as “Say My Name” or “Survivor” (Joshi). Afterwards,

she launched a successful solo career with songs like “Crazy In Love”, “Halo”, “Single Ladies

(Put A Ring On It)”, and “Run the World (Girls)” (Eferighe; Martin; Mylrea; Shepherd). By this

point, Beyoncé was one of the biggest stars in the world as demonstrated by her solo Super Bowl

halftime show in 2013 (Hyman). She also managed to cultivate a loyal fanbase known as the

“Beyhive” (Shand-Baptiste).

A year later, she surprise-released a self-titled “visual” album which was equally as

successful and produced a new string of hit songs such as “Drunk In Love” which featured her

husband Jay-Z (Danton). The album focused mostly on female sexual expression and intimate

marital relations, with each track having an official music video released alongside the album

(Battan).

Perhaps that is why it shocked the world when footage leaked of Jay-Z, Beyoncé, and her

sister Solange in a violent confrontation at the 2014 Met Gala. The now infamous video showed

Solange physically assaulting Jay-Z in an elevator before being restrained by security guards. To

the public’s surprise, Beyoncé stood by, silent and observant, almost numb to the chaos around

her. Speculation continued to swirl around the celebrity couple, but only a small statement was

released from those involved which did not clarify the cause of the incident (Grow).

On February 6th, 2016, Beyoncé once again released music without any prior promotion

(Coscarelli). It was her lead single from her forthcoming studio album entitled “Formation”

which dropped alongside its music video, now acknowledged as one of the greatest music videos

of all time (Coscarelli; “Named Best Music Video”). The song and video were a major

commentary on racism, sexism, and the South (“Named Best Music Video”; Tinsley and

O’Neill). Beyoncé later performed this song at the 2016 Super Bowl halftime show before

joining Coldplay and Bruno Mars onstage (Framke).

When Beyoncé released a teaser for a new project appearing on HBO in April, fans were

once again subject to speculation about what exactly would be premiering (Spanos). It turned out

to be a new visual album entitled Lemonade which boldly addressed the conflict and marital
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issues between her and Jay-Z while also offering other cultural commentary (Gaines 103-109). It

was instantly critically acclaimed and hailed as her “strongest album’” (Turner). A few days

later, a digital album would be released alongside the film, which would only bolster the

conversation surrounding the work (Turner). To this day, there have been a plethora of analyses

conducted about the themes and deeper meanings of Beyoncé’s magnum opus. Why did she

choose a visual album for the release of Lemonade (Davis 7)? Why not a traditional release?

Surely the songs could stand on their own. There have been many attempts to answer these

questions, some relying on Beyoncé’s interest in the success of Tidal, her husband Jay-Z’s

streaming service, which at the time was vying for control of the digital music market against

other streaming services such as Spotify or Apple Music (Turner). After all, the album was

released exclusively on the platform for the first day (Turner). Yet, some have still argued that

this project as a whole strives for something much bigger, describing it as a Gesamtkunstwerk: a

total work of art (Tutunjian). It may, however, be better described as a transmedia story.

In order to better understand how Lemonade utilizes transmedia strategies, it would be

beneficial to discuss the important components of both the audio-only album and the visual

album. The audio-only album begins with the song “Pray You Catch Me” which reveals

Beyoncé’s suspicions of Jay-Z’s infidelity. The next two songs “Hold Up” and “Don’t Hurt

Yourself” detail the fallout from this revelation, leaning heavily on braggadocio and anger.

Beyoncé then claims she “ain’t thinking ‘bout you” on “Sorry” which seems to be a

contradictory statement. This is also where she sings the infamous line “you better call Becky

with the good hair” which, upon Lemonade’s release, lead to much online speculation but

confirmed that Jay-Z had cheated on her with a woman of lighter complexion, something which

becomes much more important in the film (Davis; Gaines 107-108; Hafford; “Sorry”). After

championing women in the workplace, she finally whispers “come back” at the end of “6 Inch”

revealing her desire for her former lover. Beyoncé then reflects on patterns of aggression and

broken relationships in her family in “Daddy Lessons”. The songs “Love Drought”,

“Sandcastles”, and “Forward” are each solemn and vulnerable reflections on their love and loss

before the foot-stomping “Freedom” details Beyoncé’s desire for freedom, seemingly from the

pain of heartbreak. “All Night” then reveals her forgiveness of Jay-Z and her aspiration to return
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to a loving relationship. The album concludes with the Black feminist anthem “Formation”

which advocates for unity among women while championing the fact that “the best revenge is

your paper”, referring to one’s financial success (Tinsley and O’Neill). After analyzing the lyrics

of Lemonade, a 2020 study found that references to race and racism are very few in the

audio-only version of Lemonade (Sidoruk and Rebechi 23). This is what cements this work as a

transmedia story.

While the auditory version primarily focuses on the nature of Beyoncé and Jay-Z’s

relationship and struggles with infidelity, the film’s major themes revolve around the historic

oppression of Black people, specifically women, and its effects on Black relationships (Gaines

103; Senyonga 368-369). The film opens with shots of a plantation and Beyoncé donning a

Black hoodie, which many have discussed evokes the tragedy of Trayvon Martin, an unarmed

Black boy who was fatally shot by citizen George Zimmerman in 2012 after being racially

profiled for wearing a hooded sweatshirt (“Ch. 1 – Intuition”; Howell et al.; Ramaswamy).

Interspersed with these clips are snippets of the songs from the Lemonade album and poetry from

Somali-British poet Warsan Shire (Shaw 117). Additionally, the visual album is organized in the

following chapters: “intuition”, “denial”, “anger”, “apathy”, “emptiness”, “accountability”,

“reformation”, “forgiveness”, “resurrection”, “hope”, “redemption”, and “Formation” (Barrett

50). After jumping off of a building, Beyoncé emerges from a pool of water in a yellow dress,

referencing the Yoruba deity Oshun who is the “goddess of female sensuality, love and fertility”

(Gaines 105). She then appropriates the feminist installation, “Ever Is Over All”, by smashing

cars along the street while “Hold Up” plays (“Ch 2 – Denial”). She uses dance, camera angles,

and color grading to express “anger” and “apathy” within each respective chapter also drawing

on an ankh pendant, Nefertiti, and the Sacred Art of the Ori (“Ch. 3 – Anger”; “Ch. 4 –

Apathy”). Afterwards, she leads a group of naked Black women into the woods before burning a

plantation house down in “emptiness”, seemingly to break the vague “curse” she spoke of earlier

in the film (“Ch. 4 – Apathy”; “Ch. 5 – Emptiness”). After revisiting her father’s instructions and

his own infidelity in “accountability”, Beyoncé emerges with the women on a beach, referencing

the 1991 film Daughters of the Dust which follows a group of Black women who strive to

maintain their heritage after migrating away from the Southern United States (“Ch. 6 –
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Accountability”; “Ch. 7 – Reformation”; Davis 11-12). Upon baptizing herself in the river,

Beyoncé faces Jay-Z as they reconcile their relationship in the aptly titled chapter “forgiveness”

(“Ch. 8 – Forgiveness”). The film then cuts to still shots of the mothers of Black police brutality

victims while the song “Forward” plays, tracing the lineage of trauma in the Black community

and indicating that, while these horrid tragedies must be acknowledged, there is still a way for

these women to move forward just like the women throughout the rest of the film (“Ch. 9 –

Resurrection”; Davis 23; Hearn; Shaw 124). Next, Beyoncé gathers the women on the plantation

seen earlier in the film while she performs the song “Freedom” and documents the home that

these women have made on this once brutally oppressive space (“Ch. 10 – Hope”; Hartmann;

Senyonga 380-382). Later, Beyoncé professes that “true love breathes salvation back into me”

during the chapter “redemption” before the epilogue viewing of the pre-released “Formation”

video (“All Night”; “Ch. 11 – Redemption”; “Formation Visual Guide”; Lemonade

1:00:36-1:05:55). One of the penultimate sequences in this section shows a Black boy dancing in

front of a line of police officers in riot gear while in the background “Stop shooting us” is

graffitied on a wall (“Formation Visual Guide”; Hartmann). Lastly, Beyoncé sinks on an

abandoned police vehicle into a simulation of the floodwaters in New Orleans after Hurricane

Katrina (“Formation Visual Guide”). The box set-exclusive 600-page photo book contains stills

from the film itself, along with poetry, inspiration for the project, behind the scenes photos, and

explanations of symbols from the film which allows the viewer to dive deeper into the themes

and story of Lemonade (Deron Jordan).

After the premiere of Lemonade on HBO, fans flocked to social media to begin dissecting

the visuals, lyrics, and major themes (Edgar and Toone). For some, mere reactions and

commentary were enough. Nevertheless, others persisted and formed “impromptu research

groups” online in order to further break down the symbolism of Lemonade (Edgar and Toone).

Scholars Amanda N. Edgar and Ashton Toone created the definitive study on this, surveying a

group of Lemonade fans as to how they engaged with the message. Writer Melissa Harris-Perry

also contributed to the research on the aftermath of Lemonade by documenting the reactions

“from writers and thinkers who center Black women and girls in their work” (Harris-Perry).

These communities that formed around the project exhibited the symptoms of the theories on
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communities mentioned earlier in the paper. These online groups formed around a common

interest (Beyoncé’s Lemonade) and were able to express their thoughts and theories about the

project while building a collaborative knowledge base. Additionally, these conversations also

evolved to include how the film applied to the audiences’ lives and to society as a whole. They

also shared the information learned from these databases offline with family and friends, further

discussing the implications of the topics and themes included in the project. For example, some

conversations were used “to imagine and create new spaces for anti-racist discussions of Black

pride and American social justice histories” (Edgar and Toone). One participant explained that

Lemonade gave her the confidence to style her hair similarly to some of the figures in the film.

The project was also described as “intimate” in multiple sources which recapped the audience

reaction, further cementing the deep connections created between the artist, the work, and the

audience (Davis; Edgar and Toone; Rogers 137; Senyonga).

While these online gatherings certainly embody the communal spaces defined earlier,

Lemonade’s impact was much deeper than just pure entertainment or group study. To begin with,

however, one must understand Beyoncé’s role in this project. Drawing on scholar Uri

McMillan’s concept of the “‘avatar’”, writer Jamie Ann Rogers argues that Beyoncé creates a

fantastical version of her life akin to performance art, where she becomes an avatar that bridges

both her real-life celebrity status and fictionalized version of her identity in the Lemonade film

(136-137). Throughout the course of the project, Beyoncé the avatar situates herself as part of a

“genealogy of Black women who refuse simple liberatory narratives and their disavowal of

prevailing structures of anti-Blackness” (Rogers 137). She becomes a symbol and a fixture in a

tradition which then inspires other Black women to continue the movement (Davis 23-24; Hearn;

Rogers 137; Senyonga 373; Shaw 118-124). In broaching typically taboo subjects such as the

effects of racial trauma on Black relationships, infidelity, the pain of miscarriage, and the lasting

effects of slavery in America, Beyoncé allows for an open and continuing dialogue outside of the

film surrounding these topics, which contributes to the undoing of the dominance of white

supremacy in society (Davis 22-23; Gaines; Miles; Paquette; Senyonga 368-372 and 381-383).

She also weaves a plethora of non-Western aesthetics and ideologies throughout the film such as

the Yoruba deity Oshun in “denial”, the ankh pendant in “anger”, or the Sacred Art of the Ori in
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“apathy” (“Ch 2 – Denial”; “Ch. 3 – Anger”; “Ch. 4 – Apathy”; Gaines 105). These serve as

gateways to further inquiry about non-Western practices and heritages, connecting racialized

groups with pieces of the past cultures stripped from their ancestors during the period of

colonization (Davis 23; Gaines 111). In addition to reclaiming ancestral culture, Beyoncé

redefines sites of past racial trauma and oppression, such as the plantation property and house

featured in Lemonade (Shaw 120-123). Instead of remaining as brutal symbols, these physical

spaces now emerge as symbols of hope, love, healing, and community for the subjects in the film

(“Ch. 11 – Redemption”; Senyonga 381-386; Shaw 120-123).

While Lemonade often seems to present the initial formations of important narrative and

social threads, Beyoncé also introduces potential solutions to the racialized trauma discussed in

the project. In doing this, she draws on an Afrofuturist tradition (Edwards et al.; Thomas).

Afrofuturism, defined by the critical author in the genre, Ytasha L. Womack, is the movement

that emerged from the lack of Black representation in works depicting the future and the removal

of Black figures from the history of science. Afrofuturist works then imagine the future of Black

people in the universe and in culture. It also serves as a way of imagining new ways forward

from common struggles faced by racialized people throughout the world (Womack 7-9).

Beyoncé uses the chapter “redemption” for this very purpose. It is here that a group of

Black women inhabit old plantation grounds together (“Ch. 11 – Redemption”; Hartmann;

Senyonga 380-382; Shaw 120-123). The viewers see them perform “mundane” tasks for each

other like harvesting food, cooking meals, and rocking in chairs (“Ch. 11 – Redemption”; Shaw

118-119; Senyonga 370). This stands in strict opposition to patriarchal and racist depictions of

Black women such as the “angry Black woman” stereotype or typical subservient roles (Edgar

and Toone; Gaines 106-107; Senyonga 369 & 376). In depicting these everyday tasks, it also

combats the traditional notion of the portrayal of Black death and trauma in the media, thereby

showing that there are potential futures beyond the lasting effects of slavery (Shaw 111-112;

Senyonga 372). The fact that a group of Black women is filmed is also significant. This actually

aligns with one of bell hook’s theories that Black female communities and support can provide

the necessary healing to move past their daily disenfranchised realities (Senyonga 372). All in

all, the fact that these women can serve one another in peaceful and mundane ways on the
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grounds of a plantation is in itself a form of protest (Hartmann; Senyonga 380-382; Shaw

120-123). It imagines a space beyond Black trauma and discrimination where these women are

free to be themselves, something that has yet to exist in the modern world (Senyonga 384-386).

In accomplishing this Afrofuturist reimagining of colonial space and utilizing the features of

digital media to facilitate communal gathering, Beyoncé successfully created online discourse in

areas that not only examined the themes of Lemonade and formed deep connections between

fans, but also conjured solutions and advocated for the dismantling of white supremacy and the

patriarchy (Edgar and Toone; Senyonga 372; Shaw 112).

While the above explanation of Lemonade’s themes may seem divergent from the

original focus of the paper, it actually displays the importance of the project’s depth. Beyoncé did

not include as many touchpoints for fans within Lemonade’s transmedia world as Ye and Donald

Glover did with their own works. However, the Lemonade film itself is structured in such a way

that it actively encourages communal participation in imagining new futures and ways forward.

As mentioned previously, fans engaged in this by having conversations about race and racism in

their circles and even choosing to wear their natural hair (Edgar and Toone). Of course, all of this

occured after they congregated online and dissected the symbolic meaning of the visuals of

Lemonade (Edgar and Toone). This is not to say that there was not more traditional interaction

with this album as well, such as memetic fan recreations or online theories about the meaning of

certain lines (e.g. “Becky with the good hair”) (Carlin; Hafford; “Sorry”). There was also a piece

of fan fiction that rose to fame online after Lemonade’s release called The Lemons. It

comedically focused on the fallout from the album among Beyonce’s A-list acquaintances (Baila;

Tiffany).

It is also important to note that Beyoncé already had a well-established and highly

passionate fanbase who no doubt contributed to the success of the project (Hafford;

Shand-Baptiste). Additionally, the Met Gala elevator video, Formation single and video release,

and Super Bowl halftime performance (which broadcast to 115.5 million viewers) created an

unimaginable buzz for Lemonade’s release (Pallotta and Stelter). The film itself debuted on HBO

with 787,000 views (Wilkinson). In addition to mobilizing new and old fans alike, Beyoncé also,

by exploring issues such as racism and sexism, drew in those with a vested interest in activism
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and social consciousness (Edgar and Toone). This, as discussed, led to the intense online study

and dissection of the project and inspired multiple academic articles (Barrett; Davis; Edgar and

Toone; Gaines; Hartmann; Hearn; Rogers; Salzano; Sidoruk and Rebechi; Thomas; Vernallis). In

terms of transmedia releases, Lemonade’s release was fairly conventional, using mainly her

album and accompanying visual album as the main channels for storytelling. She also dropped a

successful single ahead of the project’s release, something quite typical of most new releases

(Coscarelli; Leight). This is not to detract in any way from the unbelievable accomplishment that

is Lemonade. Nonetheless, it is important to note the impact that this had on the coverage and

attention received by the album.
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Case #3: Donda:

On November 10, 2007, Donda West passed away (Mackelden). She was an

accomplished scholar and also the mother of hip-hop superstar, Kanye West, now known simply

as Ye (Kot; Woodyatt). Ye was always close to his mother, documenting their relationship on the

song “Hey Mama” from his album Late Registration (Kot). Her death certainly hit hard as the

following year Ye would release the polarizing 808s and Heartbreak which was panned upon

release but now is recognized as one of the most influential hip-hop albums of the 2000s

(Greene; Holmes). The record featured Ye singing while heavily autotuned over 808 drums and

synth beats (Greene). The themes of love, loss, loneliness, and heartbreak are present throughout

the entire project (Greene).

Over the next decade, Ye would involve himself in a host of controversies, such as the

infamous Taylor Swift incident at the VMAs (Grady). His music also became darker and much

more explicit than his earlier work (Richards). Songs like “I’m In It”, “Hell of a Life”, and “I

Am a God” recount disturbing sexual encounters and a growing bravado. In a certain light, many

have remarked on Ye’s apparent self-awareness on these tracks in that these internal conflicts are

resolved by each respective album’s end (Carmichael and Cuchna). “Hell of a Life” actually ends

with a chorus of voices singing “that’s one hell of a life” but closer listening actually makes the

line seem as if it is pronounced “hell of a lie” (“S2E13”).

After a series of public breakdowns, Ye canceled his Saint Pablo Tour and was eventually

diagnosed with bipolar disorder (Weiss). His struggle with and acceptance of this is documented

on his subsequent albums “ye” and “KIDS SEE GHOSTS” with Kid Cudi, a well-known

advocate for positive mental health (Espinoza; Weiss). During this time, Ye controversially

voiced his support for Republican candidate and eventual United States president, Donald Trump

(Sullum). While some have speculated that this was done in an, albeit successful, attempt to

make progress on prison reform, it was yet another major blow to his public image (Grady;

Sullum).

For a year afterwards, he seemingly remained silent, holding mysterious “Sunday

Services” on his ranch in Wyoming (Bryant). These were worship services and played gospel

covers of Ye’s music with an A-list celebrity guest list featuring the likes of Katy Perry and
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Tyler, the Creator (Bryant). Ye then announced that he was a “born-again Christian” and released

the album JESUS IS KING which was panned on its release and left many wondering whether or

not he had finally lost his touch (Martinez; Van Nguyen).

In June of 2020, Ye announced that he was releasing a new album entitled God’s Country

which was promoted by the release of “Wash Us In The Blood” featuring hip-hop artist Travis

Scott. Ye later announced that the album was to be called Donda after his late mother, someone

he had not formally acknowledged since his 2016 single “Only One”. He began posting various

tracklists and rumors spread that he was working with multiple collaborators on his ranch in

Wyoming (Britton; Butler; Woods).

After Donda missed its assigned release dates, Ye went on a series of Twitter rants in

which he stated that he felt controlled by his mother-in-law Kris Jenner and that he wanted a

divorce from his wife Kim Kardashian (VanHoose). He also leaked “over 100 pages of his

recording contracts”, stating that his deal was a modern iteration of slavery and that he was the

new Moses (Meiselman; Triscari). If that were not already eventful, he also staged a last-minute

independent campaign for presidency in the United States which ended quite abysmally and

opened a school under the name “Yeezy Christian Academy” (Bacardi; Neumann). To no one’s

surprise, Kim Kardashian revealed in the summer that many of these events were related to his

bipolar disorder (“Kim Kardashian West Addresses Kanye”).

For the next year, virtually nothing was heard from Ye, but reports indicated that a

divorce between him and Kim Kardashian was “‘imminent’” (Britton; Day). This was confirmed

in February 2021 (Levenson et al.). With these compounding tragedies in his family’s lives and

Ye’s lack of public appearance, many assumed that the album Donda was scrapped (Britton).

Seemingly out of nowhere, a listening party for the Donda album took place in Las Vegas

to a small crowd in July 2021 (Deville; George). Fans then assumed its release would follow

shortly after, much to their dismay (George). Afterwards, Ye and his team announced that a

listening party for the project would be held publicly in Atlanta at Mercedes Benz Stadium

which would be followed shortly after by the release of his tenth studio album (Britton). The

event was met with mixed reviews, with many stating that the album was not finished (Mike

Jordan; Rose). This was followed by news that Ye was living in Mercedes Benz stadium to finish
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the album, which was confirmed by an Instagram photo of his locker room-converted suite

(“Living in Atlanta Stadium”). Two more listening parties of this nature would pass before the

Sunday morning release of Donda, each met with a mix of praise and backlash (“Kanye West

Astonishes Fans”; Rose). Despite this unorthodox album marketing cycle, Ye broke through with

one of the biggest debuts of the entire year and reached number one on the week’s charts

(Hussey; “60 Million Streams”).

One of the most interesting aspects of this rollout was Ye’s ability to engage and retain

the attention of his fans. Each listening party was streamed on Apple Music and saw a steady and

record-breaking increase in viewers (Singleton). The events also netted Ye a couple extra million

dollars from ticket and merchandise sales (Rose; Royce; Warren). While promising one’s

audience a product and failing to deliver is often thought of as a negative approach to marketing,

it somehow had a positive effect on Ye’s viewership and sales figures. This unusual approach to

marketing may just shed new light on audience desires and consumption habits. It is, therefore,

beneficial to explore how the transmedia rollout of Ye’s Donda mobilized his fans.

The main portion of the album rollout was centered around listening parties that took

place in Las Vegas, Atlanta, and Chicago (Caramanica; George). Each of these events featured a

different version of the Donda album with varying tracklists and songs (George). After each

party, fans assumed that the album would be released but were disappointed time and time again

(George; Moorwood). Yet, the album was “dramatically overhauled” each time depending on

audience reactions (Findlay; “Kanye West to Hold Third”). The first listening event was held at a

church in Las Vegas on July 17, 2021 (Deville; George). It was received positively and featured

Ye in front of a large screen silently playing songs off of his laptop (Deville; “Listening Session

in Las Vegas”). The second listening party was held in Atlanta’s Mercedes Benz Stadium and

was livestreamed on Apple Music on July 22, 2021 (“Kanye West to Hold Third”). During this

listening party, Ye walked around the empty floor of the stadium as various beams of light

surrounded him (Mike Jordan; Wicker). He occasionally bowed, danced, and stared at the crowd

before changing positions (Mike Jordan; Rose; Wicker). Critics and fans alike regarded the

album as incomplete at this moment and the performance sparse (Mike Jordan; Rose).
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Eventually, Ye previewed the album again at Mercedes Benz Stadium on August 5, 2021.

He debuted more songs and drastically improved others that were teased before. During this

performance, he danced on a platform with a bed and some items which mimicked his infamous

locker-room bedroom in Mercedes Benz Stadium in which he was supposedly living to finish the

album. He was also circled by members of the Sunday Service choir and fan volunteers who

were all dressed in black, wearing bulletproof vests emblazoned with the word “Donda” in all

capital letters. At the end of the performance, he ascended into the sky attached to a wire

(“Kanye West to Hold Third”; “Living in Atlanta Stadium”; Rose; Tashjian).

The final listening party was held on August 26, 2021 at Chicago’s Soldier Field (“Kanye

West to Hold Third”). For this event, Ye reconstructed his childhood home in the center of the

arena and had an all-black motorcade, the Sunday Service Choir, and fan volunteers circle the

premises (Rose). Controversially, he stood on his porch steps with rapper Dababy and singer

Marilyn Manson along with other featured artists (“Kanye West Astonishes Fans”; Rose;

Roundtree). During the performance, projections and videos were broadcast around the arena

along with Bible verses that related to the thematic content of the songs (Billboard Staff). The

tracklist changed once again and featured new songs as well as the removal of some notable

featured artists such as Jay-Z and Kid Cudi (Billboard Staff). At the end of the event, Ye lit

himself on fire and then staged a recreation of his wedding to Kim Kardashian before taking off

the face mask he had worn for the past year (“Kanye West Astonishes Fans”; Rose). Some of

these moments would go on to be released by Ye as official videos for songs on Donda

(Brandle).

The narrative of these peculiar events was supported by the concept of the Donda album

which was released three days after the final listening party (White). The album opens with the

song “Donda Chant” which is a minute-long track featuring singer Syleena Johnson reciting Ye’s

late mother’s name over and over in various cadences (“Donda Chant By Kanye West”). This

establishes a somber and hypnotic tone as Ye reflects on the pivotal role of his mother in his life

(“Donda Chant By Kanye West”). Next is the song “Jail” which features Jay-Z and

communicates Ye’s feelings of entrapment in his life. In the previous years, he had been the

center of much media controversy as he ran for president and divorced from Kim Kardashian
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(Deville). This song is followed by “God Breathed”, “Off the Grid”, “Hurricane”, and “Praise

God” which each detail Ye’s feelings of despair and isolation while reflecting on the hope he

draws from his faith. He then dives further into conflict and bravado on “Jonah”, “Ok Ok”,

“Junya”, and “Believe What I Say” before reaching his breaking point on “24”, “Remote

Control”, and “Moon” where he reaches out to his mother and God for assistance. The track

“Heaven and Hell” splits the tracklist as, in the graphic designed for the album, the tracks

afterward are listed separately (Navjosh). Ye comes head to head with his conflicting desires and

feelings before hearing from his mother who is sampled on the song “Donda”. Immediately after

this, the production of the album shifts to a more uplifting tone with the songs “Keep My Spirit

Alive” and “Jesus Lord” which detail various societal issues while keeping an optimistic tone

rooted in faith. During Ye’s story-rap on “Jesus Lord” he is faced with the choice to kill a man

who murdered his brother. He details the incident rapping ““You took my brother life, you made

my mother cry" (Lord)/"Tell me one reason I shouldn't send you up to Christ"/He said, "Go

'head, take my life, I've seen everything but Christ"/Then big bro just blacked out and all you

seen was the light (Jesus, Lord)”. The end of this story is quite ambiguous as it can be interpreted

that Ye either chose to kill the man or that both men were subject to a moment of divine

intervention. This moment forms the crux of the album. Ye is forced to make a choice and a

judgment regarding the life of a man who has wronged him. Regardless of the outcome, the man

ends up in God’s hands. This informs Ye’s mindset going forward as he allows Larry Hoover Jr.

to speak at the end of the song about his campaign to free his father from prison, who was a

leader of the gang known as the “Gangster Disciples” (“Jesus Lord”).  The remaining songs on

the album both make peace with Kim Kardashian and represent cries of holiness as Ye humbles

himself in obedience to God. One of the last lines Ye sings on the album is “when I’m free, I’m

free” which connects to the opening song “Jail” and reveals his progress over the album’s

narrative from captivity to freedom. In forsaking the conflict in his life and the opinions of

others, Ye sheds his skin, pursuing a pure faith free from judgment. He also realizes his own

shortcomings before God which then allows him to give grace to those around him, a key pillar

of the Christian faith (Eph 4.32; “Jesus Lord”).
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These themes were highlighted by the performances from the livestreamed listening

parties. Most notably, Ye worked with Balenciaga designer Demna Gvasalia on these productions

in order to encapsulate his desired vision (Tashjian). After their premieres, some immediately

began comparing moments from the performance to a piece of performance art from artist Joseph

Bueys titled “I Like America and America Likes Me” (Pritchard; Sayej). In including this

reference, Ye also drew on the commentary on isolation and loneliness from the original work

(Pritchard). His ascension and purification by fire also represent key moments of surrender and

sanctification within the greater Donda narrative. Additionally, the inclusion of both his mother’s

voice on the album, her image during the performances and on merchandise, and the

reconstruction of his childhood home become symbols of the guidance of his mother’s legacy

during his trials (“Donda”; “Praise God”; Rose; Wicker). The controversial inclusion of Dababy,

who had recently been “cancelled” online for homophobic comments made at a music festival,

and Marilyn Manson, who is awaiting trial for accused sexual assault from multiple victims, also

echoes the conclusion of shocking forgiveness that Ye arrives at by the album’s end

(Caramanica; “Kanye West Astonishes Fans”; Rose; Shorter).

Similarly to Donald Glover during the Because the Internet rollout, Ye’s fashion choices

may also be considered a component of the performance art surrounding the album. Throughout

2021, Ye was pictured wearing various masks over his entire head (Ernest; Sayej). He continued

this during the live shows, not speaking or showing his face until the conclusion of the final

livestream (Rose). It was rumored that he also commanded the Mercedes Benz Stadium staff to

wear all black while he took up residence there (“Phantom of MBS mode engaged” 2:30-2:57).

The album cover is a black square, and the dominant color in the final two livestreams was also

black (Tashjian; Williams). The inclusion of this color draws on its relationship to the themes of

mourning, grief, loss, darkness, and night, topics which are discussed throughout the Donda

album several times (Bourn; “Jesus Lord”; “Praise God”). These performances and aesthetics

then accentuate the themes already present on Donda, often communicating them apart from the

music in non-verbal ways.

Throughout the summer of live shows, Ye’s only direct interaction with his fans took

place in the form of vague Instagram posts (“HOW MANY SONGS KANYE?!” 0:17-4:00;
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“UPDATED DONDA TRACKLIST” 0:03-1:30). These photos were often of himself with

working tracklists on scraps of paper or whiteboards in the background (“HOW MANY SONGS

KANYE?!” 0:54-4:00; “UPDATED DONDA TRACKLIST” 0:03-1:30). A few times, however,

Ye would post an image which served as an inspiration for the themes and narrative of Donda

such as “The Incomplete Truth” by artist Damien Hirst which comments on the tendency to

destroy “something that you’re trying to preserve’” (Williams). He also posted a screenshot from

the surreal short film “The Ravishing of Frank N. Stein” which discusses the process of

becoming human (“Film School” 0:10-2:50). Additionally, he posted a painting from artist

Louise Bourgeois which deals with the loss of her mother (Saponara). Once again, Ye relied on

vague, aesthetic representations to communicate the narrative of Donda to his audience on digital

platforms. In a similar way to Beyoncé’s appropriation throughout Lemonade, these peripheral

inspirational works that Ye disseminated through Instagram helped to further build the

transmedia world of Donda by highlighting his own focus on legacy, the human condition, and

loss throughout the album which forged a connection between them in the Donda narrative.

While there was certainly a lot to digest in this time, the most important aspect of this

rollout was how the fans mobilized in reaction to each of these events. At first, fans gathered on

social media sites such as Twitter or on fan forums such as Reddit to discuss their excitement

about the potential of a new album (“Kanye x Tyler” 0:04-4:21). However, after the first missed

released date, fans began scouring the internet for indicators about the status of the album and

potential future listening parties (“August 6th hype” 0:07-5:18). In order to find these indicators,

Ye fans turned to social media sites like Instagram and Twitter and online forums such as

r/WestSubEver on Reddit to collectively pool their knowledge and post any potential theories

that they had formed (“August 6th hype” 0:07-5:18; “HOW MANY SONGS KANYE?!”

1:18-4:00). It is here that several key figures emerged in the rollout. First, there were fan pages

such as @dondasplace on Instagram, @photosofkanye on Twitter, and the Watching the Throne

podcast who were all helpful and reliable sources of information (“LP10 OTW?!?!” 0:04-1:03).

The latter group, comprised of Ye scholars Chris Lambert and Travis Bean, actually created daily

recap videos of the day’s Ye news on YouTube, gained 7000 subscribers in a single month, and

held impromptu meet-and-greets with other fans at the Donda listening events due to their
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newfound celebrity status (“HOW MANY SONGS KANYE?!” 4:00-5:02; “LIVE SHOW

REACTION REVIEW” 1:54-2:16; LP10 OTW?!?! 3:50-4:33; “Phantom of MBS mode

engaged” 5:05-5:28). In addition to this, several figures from Ye’s team took to social media to

tease the album and give brief updates to the desperate fans (“LP10 OTW?!?!” 0:04-2:10). Some

of the most prominent were rappers Kaycyy and Consequence, social media personality Justin

Laboy, poet Malik Yusef, producers Mike Dean and Blaccmass (“"DONDA NEWS OTW" says

Blaccmass” 0:40-4:20; “Kanye West continues to work” 0:19-8:47; “Kanye x Tyler” 0:04-3:54;

“LP10 OTW?!?!” 0:04-2:10). Most of the communication about the album came from these

secondary sources which is unique since typically the artists themselves are positioned as the

spokespeople for their created work.

Perhaps one of the most interesting patterns that emerged among fans during this time

was the idea of precedent. Each of the questionable choices that Ye made throughout the rollout

had been a part of his repertoire for quite some time. The delay in album release punctuated by

high-profile listening events had also happened during the rollout for Ye’s 2016 album The Life

of Pablo and his 2019 album JESUS IS KING (Caramanica; “DONDA HAS A NEW RELEASE

DATE” 1:56-4:00; “LP10 OTW?!?!” 2:40-3:41; Tashjian; Wicker). The vague photos with

evolving tracklists were also a part of the above rollouts as well as those of his 2018 albums ye

and Kids See Ghosts (“LP10 OTW?!?!” 0:04-3:41; Young). The hints and updates from Ye’s

team have also been a part of each of the above rollouts, even including some of the same figures

from this rollout (e.g. Mike Dean, Consequence, etc.) (“Drake’s CLB” 0:03-1:22; “How bad

rumors get started” 3:49-5:05). Additionally, the release of the album at an unorthodox time also

occurred in the aforementioned releases (“DONDA HAS BEEN “DELIVERED”’ 1:00-1:40;

Iasimone). As a result, fans expected the chaotic rollout from Ye (“DONDA HAS A NEW

RELEASE DATE” 1:56-4:00). If this had not been the case, it is unknown whether or not they

would have maintained consistent levels of engagement throughout the process. Additionally,

even this expectancy did not completely eliminate the escalating impatience of fans which

caused online criticism and verbal abuse to be directed at many of the information sources in

Ye’s camp (“Kanye West continues to work” 6:04-6:59). At several points, producer Mike Dean

chided back at Ye fans, rebuking them for taking his words out of context or for their incessant
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demands for information on his social media (“I haven't quit anything” 1:34-7:44; “Mike Dean

responds” 1:06-1:37).

When information was provided or posted by Ye, it was obsessively analyzed on social

media platforms by fans which led to further theories about the album and/or livestream listening

parties. This strengthened the sense of community among the fans as they pooled their

knowledge and resources in order to generate these estimates. Oftentimes, these theories were

partially or fully correct, which led to the discovery of information long before it was reported by

traditional news outlets. This shows the extent of influence that the collaboration within fan

communities had on shaping the discourse surrounding the Donda rollout (“August 6th hype”

0:07-5:18; “HOW MANY SONGS KANYE?!” 0:17-4:00; “Kanye x Tyler” 0:04-4:21).

Perhaps this passionate and well-established community is the reason that Ye’s team used

the listening parties as ways to generate feedback and even asked fans for feedback online,

allowing the fans to feel as if they were a part of the album’s creation (Caramanica; Findlay;

“STILL CHANGING HURRICANE” 0:03-3:42). This contributed to the overall environment of

collaboration and connection as Ye’s long-time producer, Mike Dean, joined a Ye discord server

to talk with fans about which version of the fan-favorite song “Hurricane” they preferred

(Skelton; “STILL CHANGING HURRICANE” 0:03-3:42). Their desire for involvement in the

project was also reflected in the number of livestream attendees which continuously grew with

each party (“DONDA SETS APPLE RECORD” 0:26-2:50; “shattered his own record”

0:04-1:19; Singleton).

This atmosphere of collaboration is further fueled by the release of the “Donda Stem

Player” which is a musical device designed by Ye and the technology company Kano that comes

pre-loaded with the Donda album and is used to customize/edit the songs (Griffin). Shortly after

this device was released, Ye added a Deluxe edition of Donda to streaming services with

additional songs and a scrambled tracklist that is significantly different from the original version

(“West Drops ‘Donda’ Deluxe”). While this frustrated many fans and critics it again is

emblematic of the importance of customization and collaboration to the Donda rollout. Not only

were fans recruited to give feedback on the album, they also assisted in shaping the discourse

surrounding the album and, now, can edit the album themselves, rearranging the tracks however
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they please (“August 6th hype” 0:07-5:18; Caramanica; Griffin; “STILL CHANGING

HURRICANE” 0:03-3:42). This is currently the mission of a r/music_survivor Reddit user who

is crowdsourcing fan opinions to form the ideal sequencing for Donda (Deluxe)

(generationendhatred). In using various media strategies, vague promotion, key figures,

performance art, the Donda Stem Player, and the ever-evolving musical album, Ye facilitated the

environment necessary for a community that falls within the aforementioned framework. These

fans were able to interact freely in online forums and create deep connections with the artist,

each other, and, especially, the work itself, which remains a direct product of customization and

personalization. This sense of community was echoed by YouTuber Professor Skye who was one

of the first to label Ye’s livestreams as performance art (“Kanye is the Most Successful

Performance Artist”). In an interview for this paper he stated: “I think he's able to, with his fans,

create the sense that like that we “get” it.” (Appendix B).

Shortly after the release of Donda (Deluxe), Ye publicly reconciled with fellow hip-hop

artist Drake and announced that the two would headline a benefit concert to advocate for Larry

Hoover’s release (Jones). At this concert, both artists performed a selection of songs from across

their catalouges, including material from each of their latest albums (Jones). Ye performed

without a face mask while also preaching a small sermon and asking for Kim Kardashian to

come back to him (Jones; Wilson Wong). While each iteration of the album was already released

by this point, one cannot help but question how much of this may be considered performance art.

After all, at the risk of sounding redundant, many of the figures involved in this concert (e.g.

Drake, Larry Hoover, Kim Kardashian, etc.) have been important “characters” in the Donda

rollout cycle (“Drake’s CLB” 1:35-5:30; “Jesus Lord”; “Kanye West Astonishes Fans”; Rose). If

nothing else, this production certainly emphasized Donda’s themes of forgiveness, reconciliation,

and restoration.

While Donda’s release and subsequent influence has often been synonymous with chaos,

it is important to note that the amount of attention on Ye during this period was certainly

generated by his controversial status as an outspoken public figure (Deville; Grady; Sullum). The

host of delays also sparked interest in his, at the time, mysterious and unreleased Donda project

which defied nearly all typical album release conventions (George; Moorwood). For this
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transmedia story, Ye relied mostly on his music and accompanying live shows, while also

creating a strong thematic aesthetic through fashion and performance art (Findlay; George;

Moorwood; Sayej). In utilizing digital technology such as the Donda Stem Player and turning to

social media, Ye also facilitated an experiential and customizable atmosphere for the Donda

album which created personal connections between fans and with the project itself (“August 6th

hype” 0:07-5:18; Caramanica; Griffin; “STILL CHANGING HURRICANE” 0:03-3:42)
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Results:

For each of these cases, there are clear similarities and glaring differences. First, each of

these albums relied in one way or another on the internet and social media to facilitate

community (“August 6th hype” 0:07-5:18; “BTI’s Secret Track”; Edgar and Toone; “HOW

MANY SONGS KANYE?!” 0:17-4:40). However, Donald Glover and Ye also included

components in their rollouts that involved physical spaces (George; “S7E1”). Ye also found ways

for all his audience to customize their experience, thereby creating a stronger connection

between themselves and the album (Griffin). While users were involved in the discovery of

certain pieces of Because the Internet content, Beyoncé and Glover did not include a

customizable element in their rollouts. Additionally, each of these albums revolved around a

specific theme or story which was key to the transmedia nature of each project (“Ch 2 – Denial”;

“Donda Chant By Kanye West”; “S7E14”). While Beyoncé and Glover’s were a bit more

coherent and focused, this narrative-centric approach motivated fans to continue to engage with

and dissect the content that they had received (Edgar and Toone; “HOW MANY SONGS

KANYE?!” 0:17-4:40; Ostrander; Skelton; “STILL CHANGING HURRICANE” 0:03-3:42). In

the case of each of these projects, audiences were challenged and/or impacted in ways that often

translated into the “real” world, such as the embrace of natural Black hair as a result of

Lemonade, the call to more honest expression for Because the Internet, or the entirety of the

Stem Player public release and digestion for Donda (Edgar and Toone; Griffin; “S7E14”). While

Beyoncé’s Lemonade was fairly conventional in its release strategy, Glover strayed a bit farther

from this and Ye almost completely ignored the expectations, something that ended up working

in his favor (Royce).

Beyoncé and Ye also generated a larger amount of publicity surrounding their work,

which may be attributed to their already established and passionate fanbases, media personas,

and the vast resources of their labels/associated marketing teams (Deville; Grady;

Shand-Baptiste; Sullum). This is also demonstrated in the sales and viewership figures for each

project. As previously mentioned, Donda debuted at number one and the proceeds from Ye’s

merchandise sales were in the millions (Royce). This is in spite of the fact that the album was

previewed publicly multiple times throughout the months leading up to its release and the
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negative press pertaining to the controversies in which Ye was involved the week of the album’s

release (“Kanye West to Hold Third”; Nugent; Rose). Each livestream broke the Apple Music

viewership record and it was also nominated for Album of the Year at the Grammys (Lamarre;

Singleton). Lemonade was critically-acclaimed, won a Grammy, and also debuted at number one

(McIntyre; Sodomsky; Turner). The visual album debuted on HBO to 787,000 views and her

Super Bowl performance of “Formation” was watched by 115.5 million (Pallotta and Stelter;

Wilkinson). While slightly less successful, Because the Internet debuted at number seven, which

was still a significant improvement from his last album, and was nominated for Best Rap Album

at the Grammys (Alexis; Madden; Riedy). From this data, it would seem that monetary gain and

exposure are much larger for projects of this nature where the artists already have

well-established platforms. Nevertheless, what is the measurement of success for an album? Is it

purely sales? In that case, artists who release playlist-style albums and receive record-breaking

sales numbers such as Drake should widely be considered the greatest (Forde). However, this

does not seem to be the only important factor.

As writer Hwanho Choi suggests in their dissertation, labels need to look beyond simple

economics to gauge a record’s success. There is a major value in creating and maintaining

artist-fan relationships, something that is uniquely inherent to transmedia storytelling (Bengtsson

and Edlom; Choi; Cronin; Obiegbu et al.; Rambarran). As Donald Glover previously expressed,

there is merit in cultivating a fanbase who desires more than a passive interaction with one’s

musical output (“S7E14”). This fan loyalty can launch artists to new heights and create fan

communities who pour themselves into the work of their favorite artists (Choi; Obiegbu et al.).

In fact, this fan loyalty is important to K-Pop groups such as BTS who have maintained a

cult-like following which allows them to be continuously successful through passionate

mobilization (Blake). Some of their fans have even paid to promote them in The New York Times

(Blake).

During the shift to a streaming and playlist-centric music industry, artists began to see a

decrease in royalties from music (Harding). This is why artists such as Ye, Beyoncé, and Donald

Glover no longer rely solely on music as their principal source of revenue (Huber; Rindner;

Shah). Instead, they have expanded into fashion, television, and even education (Bacardi; Huber;
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Rindner; Shah). Not only is there a desire from fans for a connection that cannot be fulfilled by

traditional streaming releases, but it also often makes more sense economically for artists to

pursue transmedia experiences alongside their musical outputs (Shah).

It is, therefore, important to imagine what these future experiences could entail. There are

many new media technologies developed each year and with the advent of Facebook’s

Metaverse, the opportunities only increase (Newton). Perhaps, artists could venture further into

virtual reality or video game content, such as the Fortnite series of concerts hosted by the likes of

Travis Scott and Ariana Grande (Webster). There are also the Spotify album “experiences” for

Ariana Grande and Billie Eilish which were exhibits that fans could visit where they walked

through rooms designed to fit the aesthetic of each song on their respective album (Elizabeth;

Roth). It is clear that there are many virtually unexplored avenues for transmedia storytelling in

music.

Nevertheless, there are some common threads among the case studies analyzed in this

paper that can be applied in future transmedia strategies. The first is that the artists maintained

authenticity with their brand image within their work. Donald Glover explored the importance of

connection online after being a direct product of internet fame (“S7E1”). Beyoncé wove together

a story about the challenges of infidelity, sexism, and racism through Lemonade, topics to which

she was no stranger in the past (Edwards et al.; Trier-Bieniek 1-6). Ye discussed faith and his

family, common topics in his music, through a series of chaotic events which were based in the

precedent that he had set with previous album releases (“Kanye West to Hold Third”; Matulka).

Authenticity is a growing value among younger generations (Talbot). It is, then, important to

keep in mind that each facet of a transmedia story should have a purpose that, ideally, resonates

with fans and contributes to an artist’s brand image and the narrative that they are constructing

(Cronin).

Additionally, each artist relied on, to a certain extent, the common characteristics of viral

content within each of their stories. These are described by scholar and musicologist Shara

Rambarran as “social currency (crafted intentions that leave lasting impressions), emotion (that

generate feelings), and stories (that get people talking and embellishing the narrative)” (149).

“Roscoe’s wetsuit” ultimately became social currency that provided a gateway into the larger
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narrative of Because the Internet where Glover showcased his moving existential musings

(Ohlendorf 101-105; “S7E14”). Beyoncé’s Lemonade film had a strong emotional resonance

which led to larger conversations about race and afrofuturism (Edgar and Toone; Edwards et al.;

Thomas). Ye’s livestreams grew increasingly viral and relied upon potent imagery, such as the

color black, bulletproof vests, or even his mother’s name, to create discussion about the album’s

larger narrative (Singleton; Tashjian). While it is not purely about reach or sales, it is still

worthwhile to rely on existing research about what specifically resonates online, especially since

this is where fan communities typically interact (Ratka).

Above all else, however, these artists prioritized the connection with their fans (Choi).

Glover specifically stated that he wanted to cultivate a dedicated fanbase through Because the

Internet (“S7E14”). Beyoncé challenged her fans to collective social action with her Lemonade

film (Edgar and Toone; Senyonga 372; Shaw 112). Ye provided several pathways to

customization for fans throughout the Donda rollout (Caramanica; Findlay; Griffin; Skelton;

“STILL CHANGING HURRICANE” 0:03-3:42; “West Drops ‘Donda’ Deluxe”). This is the

existing gap in the modern music landscape which transmedia promotion can fill (Cronin;

Harding; Morgan). In creating this connection, they are more likely to continually interact with

an artist’s products which cultivates brand loyalty (Obiegbu et al.). This, again, is a common

marketing concept but is important for long-term success and meaningful artist-fan relationships

(Obiegbu et al.; Rioux).
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Exhibition Reflection:

The Stem exhibition was created to compliment this paper and expand on its themes of

connection as a result of transmedia marketing in music. Throughout my research, my view has

shifted on the studied albums and this space was meant to be a creative and physical

representation of their significance and deep meaning. As such, this exhibition displayed a fan’s

view of transmedia stories created by prominent musicians.

Each of my case study albums has been personally and culturally significant in some

way. Since I already unpacked the latter, I will now expand on the former. Because the Internet

by Childish Gambino was one of the first real hip-hop albums with which I connected and

Lemonade by Beyoncé was released at a time when I was beginning to immerse myself in album

storytelling. Lastly, I followed Ye’s chaotic Donda release while analyzing alongside the larger

Ye online fan community the visual and literary symbolism of the project in the summer of 2021.
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Its continuously transformative and customizable nature marked a, no doubt, significant shift in

fan-artist-music relations and the concept of the album in general.

I created this exhibition with assistance from several members of my family in my home

city of London, Ontario, Canada. Two of the key words that emerged during its creation were

“stem” and “essence”. Capturing the core qualities of these works and their personal meaning

and translating that into the gallery was and still is the ultimate goal of the work.

The exhibition set-up was a challenging process, to put it diplomatically. The room in

which I was to display my work was full of tables and chairs, had holes in the walls from the

removal of mounted televisions, and had a broken front door. The room, after working through

those issues, is shown below:
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The space was not originally meant to be used as a gallery and my exhibition was the

pilot project in its transition. In order to create a more professional looking space, I had nine flats

moved into the room on which to display work. These also needed to be painted which I

completed with my father. Below is the outcome of that undertaking:

My original plan can be seen below. I wanted a bench to be placed in front of the wall

projector in the first half of the room. The back half would then house the Donda Stem Player in

a custom display case, clothing hung from the ceiling, and flats covered in posters. These were

for presentation but also to help block the light from the back window and cover the extra

televisions that were not in use. The glass wall on the other side would have flats behind where I

would hang silhouettes so that viewers could see themselves reflected in the figures and also to

cover the workshop behind the gallery.
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As I set up, my supervisor, Dr. Kathleen Pirrie Adams, and I realized that the initial

presentation was not adequate and worked to continue to tweak the positioning and display of

items. I was instructed to play with the items and take pictures to see which methods of display

worked and what they did to each of the selected garments/works.

After a few days of experimentation, we came up with the final layout. The posters would

be used to cover the back window and the flats would only have silhouettes taped on them. The

Childish Gambino and Beyoncé silhouettes would be hung inside the gallery while Ye’s would

be hung outside behind the glass since he is typically the most guarded of the three figures

(represented also by the infamous Donda vest) and because his pose was the most dynamic. They

were also displayed in the order of their respective album releases.
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The Stem Player stayed in the middle of the room, however; we decided to turn it away

from the door to create a sense of movement in the space and cause viewers to have to walk

around the object. The Donda vest was hung from a pipe near the front of the room to give a

sense of the posthumous figure’s spirit watching over the stories/exhibition and Ye in the

background. Its placement on the white pipes also created nice contrast and echoed the

mechanical nature of the creation of an item like a screen-printed bulletproof vest.

The clothing I collected for Because the Internet was thrown in the corner as it felt inline

with his story since The Boy in the script does the same with his clothes (“Act I”). They were

placed beside his silhouette as well. The boots, meant to be reminiscent of Ye’s during his

livestreams, were tied and displayed off-center but still aligned to recall their militaristic

connotation and suggest more movement in the gallery. Although unintended, their placement

also proved to act as an invitation for visitors to compare shoe sizes and take pictures. These

were placed on the flat wall beside Beyoncé’s silhouette as we wanted the items to feel as if they

were “holding hands”. Each of these items have meanings rooted in the selected albums;

however, as the exhibition eventually proved, their connotations are not limited to said works.

The silhouettes also acted as shadows of the various items within the gallery.
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A lemon plant was placed on a box in the corner between the first flat and the left wall.

This was a slightly tongue-in-cheek choice since the exhibition was called “Stem” but did not,

other than the lemon tree, actually involve plants in any way other than in imagery. One viewer

commented that the back wall’s presentation was bookended by references to Lemonade which

was also an interesting interpretation.

Lastly, the dress made to resemble Roberto Cavalli’s from the “Hold Up” music video

was displayed on a backdrop stand to create a sense of fullness, vitality, and adoration within the

object (“Ch 2 – Denial”). Additionally, partially translucent yellow scarves were hung off of the

arms and a fan placed behind the item to create a ghost-like recall of the movement and

animation of the dress in its original context. A mock-“Hot Sauce” bat was hung by invisible
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string above and in the middle of the dress to recall “The Sword of Damocles”, something which

Ye referenced in his video for “POWER”, and the implication of power alongside responsibility

(“S2E6 - Power”). Spotlights were placed on the dress, Because the Internet clothes, and Stem

Player for emphasis since the room was dark with the windows covered. A video walkthrough of

the exhibition can be seen here.

The videos were presented in the way originally imagined and were the part of the

exhibition that resonated most with visitors. When I opened the gallery, I introduced the space

and discussed how it was meant to be experienced by listening to condensed versions of the

albums which inspired my curated work. I routinely explained that it was the viewer’s choice

which to consume and that the environment was meant to be one of reflection. A majority of the

visitors briefly looked at the clothing items and flats before sitting with the video switcher.

Typically, they adjusted the videos to match the moods of the songs that they heard. This created

a space of reminiscence and nostalgia. Several of the visitors commented that the videos

reminded them of locations where they grew up (from cities in Canada, France and even India)

and were surprised to find out that they were from my home city of London, Ontario and the

surrounding area.
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The visitors I knew often inquired about the meaning of the rest of the items within the

gallery and their placement. Some even searched up the albums on Google to try to understand. I

explained to each that the exhibition worked better when the viewer knew as little as possible.

For some viewers, the extended time length in the small space allowed them the opportunity to

explore these questions and come to their own conclusions, which was the experience that I

intended. The messy clothing from Because the Internet proved the most intriguing and

unfamiliar. To one individual it represented the shedding of skin and to another the messiness of

life. One visitor even picked up the items and examined them before throwing them back down.
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Their new placement then became a part of the exhibition and an unintended mirrored activity

from the Because the Internet script.

Several visitors told me that they had never experienced music in the way that they had

within the gallery and that it was a profoundly moving or meditative experience. As a result, I

considered the gallery a success. In addition to the quality of the work, the gallery also provided

a space for contemplation about one’s relationship with music, media, and environment and

where the stem of this lies: is it the album? The artist? The curator? The viewer? The elements?

All of the above?

An opening ceremony was held on June 15, 2022 at 1:30pm for the Toronto Metropolitan

University staff who were connected to the project in some way. A closing ceremony (called the

Exhibition XTRA) was held on June 18, 2022 at 3:00pm to commemorate the end of the

experience. These days were the busiest and saw up to 24 guests in a day. Coincidentally, I

finished the takedown of the project on June 21, 2022 which was the anniversary of the original

release of the 12-inch, 33-1/3 vinyl record and thus, the beginning of the album itself (Thill).
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Conclusion:

The album has undergone several iterations throughout its relatively brief history.

Similarly, listeners’ relationships with music and associated media have evolved alongside each

of its intersecting disciplines. If nothing else, the Stem exhibition provided the space to reflect on

this and encourage thoughtful consumption of and reverence for new musical stories. One of the

most interesting interactions from this experience occurred when a viewer commented on his

disappointment with the modern music landscape and the supposed loss of the album experience.

While the digital streaming era has allowed for an increase in audience agency, the prominence

of the playlist has created a rift between artists and fans (Harding; Morgan). However, music has

a well-documented history with storytelling, media, and community (Butler and Bassler 1-4).

This only increased with the development of phonograph records and digital technology which

birthed the concept album, music videos, and music films (Dasgupta; Decker 98-101; Dolan et

al.; Golsen; Thompson). Modern music, however, is often regarded as a passive experience, a

product to be thrown into a playlist in order to set a mood (Harding; Morgan). There is a desire

for further connection among musical fanbases which is currently unfulfilled (Harding; Morgan).

After using prominent communications theorists to develop a framework for the classification of

online communities, it was clear that transmedia stories in music such as Because the Internet,

Lemonade, and Donda allowed for the development of fan communities and greater connections

with the artists of each project. These albums required fans to mobilize in order to properly

analyze and decode the various layers of each transmedia story. Each of the selected case studies

approached transmedia promotion from a different angle while still adhering to the core

principles discussed at the outset of the article.

Beyoncé’s Lemonade was an example of a more conventional combination of music

promotion and transmedia storytelling and spawned a host of analyses and interaction (Barrett;

Davis; Edgar and Toone; Gaines; Hartmann; Hearn; Rogers; Salzano; Sidoruk and Rebechi;

Thomas; Vernallis). However, the most interesting aspect of Lemonade is the thinking and public

dialogue it encouraged among its community (Edgar and Toone; Senyonga 384-386). Drawing

upon the depictions of Black women in the latter portions of the film, Lemonade was used as a

basis for imagining new ways forward for racialized women in society (Senyonga 384-386). This
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truly demonstrated that the community created around the album is one that is socially conscious

with optimistic visions for the future (Edgar and Toone). Donald Glover’s Because the Internet

expanded the notion of the transmedia album rollout into many unexplored areas such as

installation, performance art, online coding, and spontaneous gatherings (“BTI’s Secret Track”;

“S7E1”). The scope and intentionality of Glover’s created world is perhaps the most intriguing

portion of his project which, no doubt assisted in creating a community who valued true

expression and connection (“S7E14”). This sentiment was also echoed by leading Gambino

scholar Camden Ostrander in an interview for this paper (see Appendix A). Lastly, Ye’s Donda

project seemingly became a brand encompassing his musical, visual, and fashion statements

(Findlay; George; Moorwood; Sayej). His near-complete disregard of fulfilling the desires of his

fans or adhering to any industry standard notion of an album release is truly equally perplexing

and admirable. The community around this album, while at times volatile and impatient, valued

the interaction and customization that came with Ye’s latest creation which allowed them to feel

closer to the project, Ye himself, and the larger fan community (Griffin; “I haven't quit anything”

1:34-7:44; Skelton; “STILL CHANGING HURRICANE” 0:03-3:42).

While the albums discussed were also commercially successful, the connections they

created were arguably more valuable (Choi). Transmedia music promotion is, therefore,

successful in presenting a common topic for fans to gather around and form relationships while

diving deeper into an artist’s work. As technology continues to evolve, artists should consider

adopting this practice as part of their promotional mix as long as it complements the artist’s

existing image and story while still adhering to the traditional characteristics of viral material and

prioritizing the connection with one’s fans (Choi; Rambarran). The associated visuals, stories,

and music from the albums of interest in this project proved to be intriguing and to facilitate

contemplation within the context of the Stem exhibition among a variety of audiences. Perhaps

the fluctuating nature of the “album” is not something to be mourned but an opportunity for

further connection and interaction among both artists and fans alike.
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Appendices:

Appendix A – Interview Transcript for Camden Ostrander (edited for clarity)

Matt: I'm going to just pitch you a little ice breaker question. I'm wondering if you could talk a

little bit about what your favorite albums were from last year? You don't have to stay Donda.

Don’t feel any pressure (laughs).

Cam: Favorite albums from last year? The BROCKHAMPTON album ROADRUNNER.

Absolute favorite.

Matt: Of course. A classic.

Cam: Now, I don't know if you saw the recent news but they're done.

Matt: Yeah. Devastating.

Cam: [pointing to album in the back of his room] You can see American Boyfriend in the back

signed by Kevin. Look at this guy.

Matt: Oh really? That’s amazing!

Cam: I've loved this man forever. I'm pretty heartbroken. That was my favorite album. There

were promises and they were broken and they didn't do everything but it was still my favorite

release. There wasn't necessarily as much world-building as I wanted. That's okay. Did you have

a favorite of last year? Was it Donda?

Matt: I do love Donda. ROADRUNNER was definitely up there. I love Tyler. I loved Wolf

Alice’s album. There were so many great ones. I thought last year was actually a really great year

for music.
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Cam: It was pretty sweet.

Matt: I'm happy to be able to say that I've seen BROCKHAMPTON before they disbanded.

Cam: Same yeah.

Matt: That's nice. It’s such a brief period too especially since they've only been really been

active since, what, 2017?

Cam: There’s going to be like some documentary if this is really it. There’s going to be some

really cool things to say I think [for] the six years that they were really prominent.

Matt: Oh, for sure. I'd love them to do a package, almost like the Swimming In Circles package,

with the Saturation trilogy or something.

Cam: They had the box set with the CDs!

Matt: That's true! I want it to be a bit bigger.

Cam: I’m looking at [the box set] right now. I wish they had done the vinyl. HK talked about

doing it one time on…Twitch.

Matt: I feel like it could happen but, you know, they do scrap a lot of stuff. So, you never know.

Cam: Yeah

Matt: I guess I'll start to ask you about the actual topic. For Because The Internet, what do you

think makes this album rollout a successful example of transmedia storytelling?
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Cam: It was an intentional project where all the pieces were created on purpose to work

together, to create a world for audiences to explore where every piece was kind of built together

and that there wasn't any stone unturned. You had a main creative in Donald Glover, who can do

so many different things and has shown and has so much experience with all these different

fields, working with a team of people and creating a community himself in order to make

something for other people to explore. That was really what it was. And then the reason it

succeeded is because it connected, right? There are parts of this world such as the performance

art, the fan interaction, the live show that only happened if people actually engage with the

material. So, you can lend that to a bunch of different things. You might lend that to the quality

of the work. You might do it to Donald Glover’s fame [or] his public persona at the time. He

became really interesting. He cultivated a lot of interaction with folks and so, that led to a lot of

his stuff working, right? Like nobody's going to care if he hides a track inside of a digital script,

unless they really care about the script in the first place.

Matt: Oh, for sure.

Cam: So, the fact that he did everything, but that he also got people to go for it with him is what

made it successful.

Matt: Yeah, for sure. I think even now I'm still very astounded by the actual scope of everything

he was able to do [in what] feels like a relatively short time. I guess it's kind of sad that in

discovering more of this through what you've been able to report on that there's not a lot of other

artists that are doing it to the extent that was done with Because The Internet.

Cam: Nobody. Yeah.

Matt: How has… in your own view, this been influential in the industry?
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Cam: I think we're still seeing it play out. At this point, it's nine years old and you can see that

[there are] artists that are inspired by Gambino coming out now and you can see his

contemporaries also using his ideas. Honestly, there's a bunch of examples of people taking parts

of this. But nothing as widespread and [varied] as BTI. For instance, Janelle Monae and Dirty

Computer: [it’s] an album with a similar narrative and everything and then it has an “emotion

picture” that goes with it. And Donald has called her his sister. So, like there's obviously a

kindred thing there in everything that they're able to make. Tyler, the Creator is more of a

contemporary of his but has definitely used some of his techniques for world building with the

IGOR album [and] making the “Igor” character. And then one of the things Donald did with BTI

was he had the park gatherings…

Matt: Yeah.

Cam: Tyler went to like the same park Donald did for one of those gatherings and had an Igor

statue and met his fans in New York and did the same park gathering thing. And it's like “okay,

we know where you got this because you said you loved it. So, we know where you got that.”

Matt: That's amazing!

Cam: Yeah! Smaller artists are starting to do things… There’s an artist [named] Choker who had

an album called Peak that came with a script that had music videos… that had a couple of things.

But he, I think, had no budget. In order to do what Donald did, you'd have to have the ability to

make all the things and the status to make that matter.

Matt: Right.

Cam: Again, with that fan engagement.

Matt: Yeah, for sure.
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Cam: I think those are a couple of good examples. Anytime people are like doing live shows…

the evolution of having it be interactive with fans and things… yeah. Everything he's done

people are taking. People have taken bits and pieces but nobody's taken the whole thing yet I

don't think.

Matt: Yeah, for sure. It's really weird to relive this because I was 13, I think, when it came out

and I remember hearing “Sweatpants” and being like “Oh, this is a great song to play Call of

Duty to”.

Cam: That’s funny.

Matt: So, getting to relive it is really amazing and I am really sad that I didn't get to be an actual

part of a lot of this. I mean, being from Canada doesn't help. It's hard to commute to some of

these things. But my first exposure to Donald's world-building was more with “Awaken, My

Love!” and the VR stuff that he did there. I think that's kind of, in its own way, a continuation.

I've been so sad that I never got the VR vinyl because it's not even that expensive but when I first

started collecting records I was on a budget and I picked up the other one. So one day I’m going

to have to do that…

Cam: It doesn’t even work anymore! No, the VR’s done! It was an app and its gone [laughs].

Matt: Nevermind!

Cam: It’s still cool to have the thing.

Matt: It’s an artifact.
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Cam: But functionally it doesn't work anymore which is a major bummer because they could

have done a lot more I think with AML and the VR stuff. I think there were plans and ideas. But

you see him now taking the PHAROS live events [and] I think [his] interest in it was like, “I can

achieve a real-life world for a weekend”.

Matt: I wonder if he's building to something? We'll see.

Cam: We'll see. I also think he's lost a little faith. If you read articles from him around Atlanta

season two, he was kind of like “man, people don't get it. I'm done.” His perspective is changing.

Matt: That’s so sad.

Cam: So, we'll see what [he] does but he's of a bit like, “I don't know if it’s working. Maybe I

shouldn't do this.” So, I don't know what he's going to do.

Matt: Wow. I have to watch Atlanta too. There's a lot I have to do. But he's a very interesting

person to follow. I know you kind of mentioned this a bit earlier, that [his success] might be due

to his already established platform or the scope of what he had, but how do you think that he was

able to mobilize and connect so many fans through these experiences? Especially with stuff as

niche as the park thing or just some of the pop-up stuff. That's something that artists still do. But,

I think, when there's so many things going on, to get people to be continually involved is a

testament to whatever he was doing at the time.

Cam: I mean, it's tough to [say] exactly why, right? He had a lot of good resources and he was

able to make, I think, key connections in the moment when it was happening. His tour, which

was I think really successful and impactful [and] got news and buzz around it, was initially

self-funded. So, you have to require Donald Glover's capital. But then he linked up with

WordPress and the guy, whose name I'm forgetting, who runs WordPress. Then that became a

source of support for events and the live show and funding and things. And that's also just going
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to mobilize the internet, right? So being able to make a few key connections was probably

helpful. The fact that he was able to make real stuff happen on the internet… cause he was

talking about the future and people were already starting to be concerned with the internet. But

he was also making things real. And… he was really making it matter to us. He was talking

about a contemporary thing. People write stories about things that happened a long time ago all

the time. But [there’s] something I think about telling a story and creating a world [about

something] that's happening right now [that] is brave and difficult but, when done right, does get

an audience to care. And if you do it well, it becomes something that lasts which is why we can

still talk about it now. Which is why the Dissect season can come out years later because it was

very tailored to the time but then becomes a universal thing that can still be explored.

Matt: Yeah, for sure. That was a really good answer. I feel like I'm going to have so much stuff

to put back into my paper now. So, thank you for that.

Cam: That’s good!

Matt: Yeah! I think even though it's fizzling out, like you said, in his eyes…

Cam: We'll see. I don't know.

Matt: I hope not! Because I'd love to kind of have some sort of continuation of what was

happening with his last record. I think there was a lot of really interesting things going on there. I

know he [labelled] it like “Book One”. So, I want to see where that goes.

Cam: I don’t know if he knows what he's doing… I don't know, man. Thundercat said talking to

him now is talking to somebody on their own planet.

Matt: really?
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Cam: I really don't know what's going to happen next because I read his perspective right now

might be really different.

Matt: Yeah, that's fair. I know he definitely has a very good culture of dedicated fans, but I'm

wondering if you could maybe speak a bit broader to the impact of this rollout on fan

communities in general. Because now we know that fan communities are really important. You

know, you have the Beyhive or the BTS Army… there's so many fan communities out there.

Marketers know the importance of them but I feel like in 2013 it was just burgeoning. But

[Glover] really understood that there was something important about being able to connect with

people and specifically fans on a very deep and impactful level. So, I'm just wondering… from

your perspective, what are the broader impacts of this on fan communities in general?

Cam: Right. I think maybe one thing I failed to mention and I should have brought up before

was he was doing online interactions with fans in really important ways. Like something as

simple as a Q&A... he was doing that stuff [on] Reddit and what was then rapgenius.com but

now it's genius.com. Like he had these back-and-forths with fans so people really wanted to talk

to him there. He had the park gatherings. He had these real-life meetings. He also used social

media incredibly well by talking to fans on there. And also we have to mention “Roscoe's

Wetsuit” and the idea that people want to be retweeted by a famous person. So, they would tweet

the phrase and he would retweet some and then people would talk about it. Creating something

mysterious helps get interest because people are like, “what is that? I want to engage with that”.

The transmedia term is like “mystery box”. Whoever the guy who made Lost is, I forget his name

right now. He kind of coined that term and there's like a TED Talk he did. It's a mystery box. So,

that's like a technique thing that it used, artistically at least. I think in fan communities, one thing

you can see now is that rollouts matter. Everybody on Hip-Hop Twitter thinks that they can talk

about everybody's rollout as if they're an expert and Gambino’s rollout of Because the Internet

was the… I mean, I don't know if it's the first, but to me at least in my life and from people

who've remarked on this after the Dissect season… [in terms of] using a rollout as art in music

this was a massive leap forward so that everybody wants to do that now. Or everybody wants to
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have such an impactful rollout. He was on a small label and his sales were matching everybody

else. The fact that he was able to achieve so much success was because of how inventive the

rollout was and now everybody wants to do social media managing and doing the rollout and

[comment] on it online. All that stuff matters so much more now. Or, at least, people talk about it

so much more. There's also the idea of “eras”. Like “I'm in my “something” era”. [With] Donald,

you could very much see distinct eras between his public presence, right? Fans love that! We

want to look like them right now or understand how they've changed or be able to place them in

pictures. All that stuff. And people like Tyler [do] that. Every album is a new era. I mean, almost

every artist now want[s] some visual identity to match with every new phase or every new

creation [to be] able to [have] a visual thread between everything I'm making right now [which]

helps create a cohesive experience that fans will attach [themselves] more readily to. Because

when you see something you know, then you see them doing it in some other field, you're like,

“oh, I get it. I'm connecting with it more”. I think that’s helpful.

Matt: Yeah, for sure. Even just the mention of Tyler there [is] so on point because he's kind of in

the zone where he's got it down to a science. Every time he shows up, he's got a very distinct

look that feels so cohesive with the album.

Cam: It’s calculated. That was my thing with this last album… like every two years, Tyler has a

new look and a new album. Okay. Yep. All right. I'm getting it. It's beginning to feel robotic to

me and that’s not to discredit him, but I know for me, I need a little bit of raw humanity to it.

And I'm just like, “okay, this is too clean. This is too good. The quality is too high”. It's like the

Yankees, I don't like the Yankees and that’s what Tyler’s becoming almost.

Matt: Yeah. I kind of hope he does something a bit more experimental or really, really out there.

He has a potential for it.

Cam: Yeah! IGOR was extremely… that’s a masterpiece. That whole era.
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Matt: Well, and he put it out all at the same time which I think was really cool. I loved that. I

wasn't even following him at the time but I remember it came out and I got like five messages

about it and then I was going somewhere. So, I just put it on in the car. And I think that was such

a unique experience. I'd love if he did something like that again.

Cam: That’s true. Is there stuff you want me to talk about more? Are you curious about things?

Matt: I think the best thing that you did was make that amazing archive I spent so long just

looking through that or studying your season on Dissect. That's just been so helpful so thank you

so much. There's so little written about this...

Cam: Yes.

Matt: …in that way that I need it to be for this project that I couldn't have talked to this album

without it.

Cam: Have you seen… I believe it's in my archive if you look at the list of sources. There is this

really good doctoral thesis on how Grimes and Gambino used music to build a community and to

connect with fans. There is a paper that's similar. It was Grimes and Gambino. I think it's in that

list of articles or of sources on the archive. If it's not let me know and I will find it, okay?

Matt: Thank you.

Cam: It’s probably in there.

Matt: I’m sure. It's pretty expensive. That's amazing. Thank you so much. I was just going to ask

kind of open-endedly if there's anything else that you think it would be worth it a mention in this

paper or if there's anything else that you'd neglected to mention that you're like, “oh, I should
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probably say something about this”. Even if you just want to be like, “this is what I think is the

most important part. The biggest takeaway from what this is”.

Cam: I mean, I don't think so. I think it’s okay. Building a world and using transmedia to make

something for us to explore and connect in is like making like a playground. You're making a

safe space for folks and that's what art can be, right?

Matt: Yeah.

Cam: I think that is a valuable thing. I think we really do value and care about that stuff and we

want that sort of engagement. So, I think, in my mind, this is where art's headed. We had a big

jump and we're all figuring out how to do it and it's gonna keep happening. But I think we are

building towards more artistic experiences like this.

Matt: Yeah, for sure.

Cam: I think we're just caught in this odd time right now.

Matt: Yeah, the catch-up for sure.
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Appendix B – Interview Transcript for Dr. Skye Paine (edited for clarity)

Matt: I just wanted to start off with a non-question that's not on the sheet as an ice breaker. What

are some of your favorite albums of this year?

Skye: I’ve been thinking about that. Donda is definitely number one. It's probably not even that

close, thinking about it realistically. I mean whenever I say that, I think about the weak points of

the album, but then I just go realistically, it's probably that. The Tyler, the Creator album also I

would say is really, really high up there. There's the thing I'm reviewing and was listening to

right now, this Parcels album. It's just unbelievable. I can't believe how good it is. That's what I

was doing when you called me. I was grading papers and was listening to that album for the

fourth or fifth time. It's a neat thing about this thing that I forced myself to do, to listen to so

much new music that it can be actually hard to decide. Black Country, New Road came out this

year and that's just an amazing album. And I really liked the Squid album as well. There's just

been so much. Even the underground hip hop, the Westside Gunn Side A. I thought it was so

good. Then, there's Mach-Hommy which, realistically, is probably up there with the top three.

So, it's funny because I went so long in my life where if you asked me what was the best album

of the year I would have no opinion at all. I just feel like, I don't know. I haven't heard anything.

And now it's a hard question.

Matt: That's amazing. There’s a couple of those projects like that I have listened to. I'm going to

go and listen to some of the ones that I actually haven't heard yet because you're right. There's

just so much that sometimes stuff gets lost in the mix. So, for my first official question (that I

sent you) I wanted to ask what you think makes the Donda rollout, a successful example of

transmedia storytelling?

Skye: I was trying to think about how to answer all of these questions because I'm not an expert

on album rollouts but I have a lot of thoughts about everything. I was thinking that an album

rollout has a responsibility to three different groups. There's the responsibility to the record label,
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which in most cases or for most artists ends up being way too important. There's a responsibility

to the listeners, which I think is also too important. And then there's the responsibility to the

artist. And I think what made Donda so special and what makes everything that Kanye does so

special is that he always puts his responsibility to himself first and then everything else. I don't

think he thinks about it. I don't think he thinks, when he puts something out and he's three hours

late and everyone's been refreshing and refreshing, “who cares about those people. They’re

nobody.” I don't think he thinks “Oh no, I'm late.” I think he just thinks “Now, I'm going to do

my thing.” What made it really special is feeling like we’re witnessing art. In that interview that

he did with a “Drink Champs” on Friday, he was talking about how, when people call him a

rapper, he hears it like the “n-word” (“Kanye West On "Donda,"’ 29:51-30:23). And I think, with

a rollout like this, that's why he's saying that. If anyone’s paying attention they're going to go

“Wait, this isn't only the best album of the year, this is like the best event of the year.” Dune was

fun. Dune’s a great movie but compare the entertainment value and the emotional scope and

sweep of it (to Donda)…

Matt: Totally. I'm excited for the Part Two of that interview. That's something that I know comes

up a lot in your videos too, the idea that Ye feels this obligation to just make what moves him as

a self-portrait. There was a time when I was actually a Kanye hater. When I realized that, I think

that was the moment when everything shifted for me. Thank you for vocalizing that. I really,

really appreciate that. I'm also wondering how you think maybe that this role has been influential

within the industry? And again, like you don't have to have industry numbers or anything like

that, it's just from your perspective.

Skye: I think we’re going to see. I was a big Kanye fan when he first came out. Before his first

album, I was a big fan of him as a producer and I was a big fan of his first album. And then by

“Gold Digger” I was kind of like “I'm not really sure”. Then, when I heard 808s and Heartbreak,

I'm like “this guy is trash”. It's only when my son heard it and he said “this is actually good” (he

was like two years old) and I was like “Okay” and that's how I ended up getting back into

[Kanye]. So, I had a period of time where I sort of gave up. I love talking about Kanye because
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there's so much evidence that every time he does something within a year or two years, someone

else is doing it. And it can be as simple as like he wore ripped jeans on “Jimmy Fallon”. You

know, I'm a college professor and I pay a lot of attention to the… maybe it's “Jimmy Kimmel”. I

pay a lot of attention to fashion and all of a sudden, within like a year, all my students are

wearing super-duper ripped jeans. And most of them would say they hate Kanye, you know?

Like that Devil Wears Prada scene where it's like “Oh, you think you made a choice?” We're sort

of constantly living in this art moment where everything Kanye does we end up seeing. I

think…there's going to be a series of artists who are going to successfully imitate this and it'll

reach a point like it is with the 808 aesthetic where we sort of forget that it had a beginning and

that that beginning was Kanye. But we can't tell so that's the bummer for your research. Travis

Scott is going to come out with something who knows if he's going to try to pull the same thing

[as Donda]. Probably not after the tragedy, but he could. There's these certain artists who could

do what Kanye did and get that much attention and energy just for standing in a room, listening

to your own music.

Matt: I'll be interested to see if the listening party, as an idea, kind of takes off. Because before it

was very private with him, I know the JESUS IS KING ones happened but they happened under

the surface. They weren't livestreamed. So, I'm wondering now, if this is going to be another way

of disseminating music. I know a lot of people talk about the reinvention of the album in the

streaming age, so, it would be cool to see that.

Skye: I think it would be good in the context to make sure you also talk about The Life of Pablo

release. Cause The Life of Pablo was public. That's the reason that I got the Tidal streaming

service, which is one of the main reasons why I had the channel in the first place was because

that was the only place you could hear the new Kanye album. But what was interesting about that

was that it was really tied into his fashion. And it was really a fashion show and an album release

and it was all just “sloppy bad” whereas Donda was “sloppy good” in the way it all kind of came

together. So [The Life of Pablo] didn't feel like a cohesive project. I would say that you have to

mention the fact that he has sort of done this before but not this.
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Matt: One of the things that's come up when I've done some audience analysis online is the idea

that the reason some of his fans didn't leave immediately or get so frustrated that they just gave

up on the whole thing is because of a precedent that he set of delays. I've heard that justification

“well, we know Kanye, this is, it's not going to come the first time.” You know, you have to miss

a couple [release dates] before you get [an album] and it's always worth it. And I guess that kind

of ties into the next question: how did Kanye mobilize and connect the fans? I know maybe just

from your position online, you can kind of see some of the reactions/online discussion.

Skye: Well, in a lot of ways, I think Kanye fans are a lot like Rick and Morty fans for better and

worse. Because Kanye is so intelligent, by liking Kanye it sort of just makes you smarter because

it's so easy to have an easy, bad, dumb take on Kanye, you know? Oh, he screamed at Taylor

Swift. He's an asshole. It's just so easy to just dismiss him. Part of what I've been really lucky

with with the channel is that I feel like I get only the good Kanye fans. When people sort of

emphasize his swagger and his “I don't care” stuff and even more the fashion stuff, that's fine.

But I think a certain kind of Kanye fan, he has so many fans, there's a certain kind of… I guess

the term is toxic and that's the term that people use who sort of idolize him almost like he's Elon

Musk or like a sort of cultish figure, as opposed to people who idolize him, you know, the way I

idolize him which is as an artist. Like where I recognize that I probably would not want to spend

an afternoon with Kanye. I probably wouldn't. I don't think it would be that great. But at the

same time, every time he does anything, I'm there and I'm listening to it and I'm giving it as

much attention as I can. I think he's able to, with his fans, create the sense that like that we “get”

it. We don't all get the same thing, but we get that he's not just someone who bullied Taylor Swift

and he's not just somebody who palled around with Trump. You know, he's not all the things that

people say when you mention his name.

Matt: Yeah, totally. Something I've said for a long time is it's really easy to be a Kanye fan

because you never want to meet him. I’m always like when someone asks me “who would you

want to have lunch with?” The answer is never Kanye. But I think there's a good reason for that.
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The absence of caring about the “industry standard”, that's what can make him go outside of the

box. But I feel like that would make him hard to talk to as well. The last question I have is just,

what was the impact of the rollout on these fan communities? I know there's been a lot of

discussion online. I don't know how much you're on Twitter. It's probably better if that's a small

amount, but there is so much conversation out there.

Skye: The thing about great artists, and I think this is what defines a good artist to a great artist,

is a great artist will piss you off a lot. He will or she will aggravate you. Your breaking point is

reached. I think the way that he did it is partly intentional that like, this is so important. And you

saw that in the interview where he said “I'm upset that any artists released any albums this year”.

And you know what it means it. He feels bad for them, but it's like, he's pushing you so hard. So,

it's not just that you're waiting an extra week, it’s that you're waiting an extra two hours after

waiting an extra week. And the amount of times I saw “forget it, I'm out, I'm done. I'm out.

Forget it. I'm out. I'm done.” The same feeling that you get when you're done with it is the same

feeling you get the first time I heard 808s. I saw “Love Lockdown” on SNL and I'm like “what

the hell happened to this guy? Why does it sound like some weird eighties nightmare? This is

just bad music.” And when Yeezus came out and I was like I love Daft Punk, I love Kanye, but

did they finish this album? And now that's still my favorite Kanye album, you know? I think

that’s part of the effect it had on the fans. It's another test. I think JESUS IS KING, the move to

gospel, was another test. Like, do you love Kanye? Do you love the artist or do you love what

you project onto the artist? And if you haven't seen FD Signifiers videos about the importance of

Kanye to Black men in America… that's definitely the best work on Kanye that I've seen

anywhere (“The Tragic Fall of Kanye West”). Cause he really describes the sense of loss that

African-American fans of a certain generation had when Kanye changed. And that's probably not

for your article but just for your own edification if you haven't seen it. Because you’re like

“okay, this is a good reason to feel a loss when [he changed] as an artist because so many people

identified with them and then they could no longer.
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Matt: I haven't seen that and I think that's something that I can use to contextualize some of the

things I'll talk about in my paper. I'll definitely be citing some of your videos in the actual essay

when I do write it [as well]. I love the video on “paratexts” (“The Paratext of Waiting for

“Donda”’). I think that was such an amazing word to put to that phenomenon. And then also just

all the performance art stuff. I love that you contextualize a lot of what he did. Do you see him

drawing from any past things?

Skye: I think for that, it's probably best to read through the comments because there's people

who know more than I do about performance art. I'm not like a super expert on performance art.

My second major was art history. I really like culture and art but I'm not an expert on

performance art. I've seen enough of it to know it when I see it. And I'm like, “Okay, well this is

definitely performance art.” I even forget the name [of the artist] he worked with. I think that's

part of the other thing that might be a challenge for your project or any project when you're

trying to define Kanye for people who don't fully buy in. He's a collaborator… You could easily

dismiss and say “Oh, well kind of had one of the greatest performance artists in the world

working with him. So, whatever idea he had he was just following that”. In the same way, you

can do that with the fashion stuff, you can do that with how many co-producers he has on his

album. At a certain point, you wonder what part is Kanye and what part is not which, I think, is

actually part of the collaborative process. I worded it really carefully [in my video] because I

said Kanye is “the most successful performance artist”. And I had so many people in my

comments like “How dare you say that?” and they gave a whole list of better performance artists.

And like, “I didn't say he was the best performance artist.” I'm not even close to being able to

comment on that. I know he's my favorite because I understand what he's doing and it doesn't

alienate me the way a lot of performance art does.

Matt: Totally. I definitely got the sense of that in the video. And I showed that to one of my

friends who is a major Yoko fan and who was talking to me about some of the other performance

artists that he loves. And I think he's more interested now in some of the Kanye stuff. So, I think

that it's opening a dialogue to see him in that way, which there wasn't before.
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Skye: And to your friend’s credit, everyone's been dismissing Yoko for 15 years and demonizing

her. She's a great artist too. She's always been a great artist and even her marriage to John

Lennon was, to a certain extent, intentional performance art. I think there would potentially be a

great paper comparing Yoko and Kanye as being two people who are totally marginalized for

being a woman and for being Black and also for being Asian… [and] not really taken seriously

as the artist that they are just because of their fame.

Matt: And all the Beatles stuff that happened. It was really unfortunate that she was blamed for

all that.

Skye: [laughs] No, the Beatles broke up because John Lennon is a complete asshole. Another

great guy I’d never want to have lunch with.

Matt: [laughs] Right.. Where are you ranking Donda right now at this moment in time?

Skye: That's really tough. You see, that's another thing about great artists is that's an almost

impossible question. Cause when they release something… I mean, do I like Graduation more

than Donda? I mean, probably I like it more. I've listened to it more. But is it actually a better

album? It’s so hard to be able to make these determinations without the distance of time because

it's the same question of like, is Revolver better than Abbey Road? I guess I would say it’s in the

top tier of Kanye albums for me. I don't like it as much as Yeezus. I definitely like it more than

JESUS IS KING, although I love JESUS IS KING. I definitely like it more than The Life of

Pablo. I guess it's probably like 2 or 3.

Matt: Amazing.

Skye: But I hadn’t thought about it until you asked me, oddly enough.
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Matt: I was watching one of your videos about one of your rankings and I remember you talking

about how it's changing all the time but I was so happy to see JESUS IS KING listed as high as it

was because a lot of people just stick it at the bottom [since] it's short and can be polarizing. I got

a lot out of that album when it came out.

Skye: It's just a great album. It's so good. It's so interesting. It's so different. And that's another

thing which… how could you process that album the first time, the first year with it? Where

you're not just like “Is he really gospel? Did he really move to Wyoming? What's he really

doing?” It's so confusing trying to figure out what he's actually doing because he's always doing

so many things.

Matt: Totally.
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